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MCCH hosts annual Breast Cancer Luncheon Pg. 7A
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By JORDAN FERGUSON
ifergusonamurrayledgercom

JORDAN FERGUSOWLedger & Times
The Murray Fire Department was recognized Tuesday by the Muscular Dystrophy Association for the $5,476 they
raised during the Fill the Boot campaign which took place Labor Day weekend. This marked the 16th year the MFD
participated in the program, and the 63rd year of the Fill the Boot campaign. MFD expressed thanks to Wal-Mart, Kroger, Sirlloin Stockade and Food Giant for allowing them to raise money at those locations. Shown,from left, are David
Frank, Emily Shull, area director for the MDA, Scott Downey and Zech Stewart of the MFD.

By DYLAN LOVAN
and CLAIRE GALOFARO
Associated Press

dates.
Bevin called the federal law a
"paper tiger" during an address
to a group of preachers at the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (AP) — governor's mansion last month.
Kentucky Gov.
"There is no reason to fear it:
Matt
Bevin there is no reason to be silent,"
urged a group the governor told the group.
of preachers to "And that we have been exhortembrace polit- ed and encouraged to have this
ical speech at boldness and this spirit,to be unthe pulpit de- apologetic, and I would encourspite a federal age you to do it."
law that proHis comments veered into a
hibits tax-ex- controversial slice of the Amerempt churches ican tax code.
Bevin
from endorsing
The 1954 law says tax-expolitical candi- empt organizations, including
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Jesus answered them,
"It is not the healthy
who need a doctor,
but the sick. I have not
come to call the righteous, but sinners to
repentance."
Luke 5:31-32
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On Labor Day weekend,
members of the Murray Fire
Department worked in shifts
at various locations within the
community to raise money for
the Muscular Dystrophy Association with the annual Fill the
Boot drive.
The Fill the Boot campaign
has been a tradition among
firehouses across the country
since 1954, with thousands of
firefighters taking to streets and
storefronts to ask any and all to
make a donation to help seek
treatments and cures for neuromuscular diseases.
On Tuesday.the 36 members
of the MFD who raised $5,476
during the 2016 campaign to
help kids and adults with muscular dystrophy, ALS and related diseases that severely limit
mobility and strength came to
the fire department to honor the
firefighters for their efforts..
Emily Shull, the area director for the MDA, said that for
decades, firefighters have been
a ready and willing source to
assist in fundraising endeavors.
"For more than six decades,
firefighters have fueled MDA's
mission to find treatments and
See MFD Page 3A

Kentucky gov. urges politics at pulpit despite federal law

)0- See SENATE Page 2A

Clara Creason
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Murray, KY 42071

MFD receives recognition for fundraising efforts

In 1991, a task force on
teaching evaluation issued a
report detailing the use of those
evaluations regarding tenure
and promotion for faculty members at Murray State University.
On Tuesday, the MSU Faculty
Senate
revisited that
document,
unanimously approving
a
resolution
calling on the
Provost Office
to convene a
campus-wide
faculty evaluation review
Amburgy
C ommittee
suggested by that 1991 document "in the spirit of shared
governance."
The resolution would charge
that committee with updating
the report's information concerning bias in the student ratings of instruction, or student
evaluations..
Dr. Brian Clardy, an associate professor of history who is
the only active faculty member
remaining who served on the
1991 task force, discussed the
resolution with members of the
Faculty Senate Tuesday at its
monthly meeting at the Curris
Center.
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churches, may not participate or
intervene in any "political campaign on behalf of any candidate
for public office." It is known
as the Johnson Amendment, for
then-Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson
who pushed for it to be enacted.
Churches are allowed to advocate for a cause,just not specific candidates or political parties.
An organization called Kentuckians Against Matt Bevin
posted video captured by someone at the invitation-only gathering, which was not publicized.
Bevin's comments were first
reported by Louisville's WF-

PL-FM.
When asked about the statements Tuesday, Bevin spokeswoman Amanda Stamper said
the governor "simply encouraged the ministers to preach
boldly." She did not comment
further on the gathering.
In his speech, Bevin declared
that no church has ever had its
tax-exempt status revoked for
breaking the law.
Lisa A. Runquist, a California attorney who specializes in
nonprofit and religious tax law,
said it is a law with a lot of gray
area that's very difficult for the
Internal Revenue Service to en-

force. But she pointed to a case
in the 1990s, when the IRS revoked the tax-exempt status of
a New York church for buying
full-page newspaper advertisements that called on Christians
not to vote for Bill Clinton.
The organization Americans
United for the Separation of
Church and State lodged a complaint with the IRS. The IRS
investigated and revoked its exempt status and a federal court
upheld that decision.
But churches' political activity is rarely so clear and so pub10. See BEVIN Page 2A

Absentee voting begins for Kentucky's
Nov. 8 general election
Special to the Ledger
Absentee voting is now under
way for Kentucky's Nov. 8 general election, according to Kentucky Secretary of State Alison
Lundergan Grimes.
"Casting a ballot in our democratic elections is a right and
a responsibility," said Grimes,
Kentucky's chief election official. "We've seen a huge uptick in registration over the last
few months, with nearly 20,000
Kentuckians registering to vote
for the first time using our online portal at GoVoteKY.com. I
hope a record number of voters
will cast ballots in this general
election."
Individuals who may be eligible to vote by mail-in absentee
ballot include:
*Military personnel, their de-
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pendents and overseas citizens
•Students who temporarily
reside outside the county
•Voters who temporarily reside outside Kentucky (like vacationers)
*Voters who are incarcerated
but have not yet been convicted
*Voters whose employment
takes them outside the county
for all days and hoursthe polling
place is open
*Voters of advanced age or
who suffer from disability or illness
*Voters who are participants
in the Secretary of State's Address Confidentiality Program
Voters may request an absentee ballot application from their
DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times
county clerk in person or via
telephone, fax or email. Quail- COMBINE ARE LEAVES NONE INJURED: This combine on Heron Road in Midway
caught fire on Tuesday morning. Calloway County Fire Rescue responded to the scene,
,* See ABSENTEE Page 5A there were no reported Injuries. The cause of the fire was unknown at press time.
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Empty Bowls event to benefit Need Line, helps the hungry locally

WEATHER
ing north northwest around 6
mph in the afternoon.
Night:

Friday

By DEBBIE SATTEIGER
dbatteigerOmurrayledger.com

Mostly

clear, with a low around 55.
North wind 5 to 10 mph, with
gusts as high as 20 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,

Daily Forecast

with a high near 69. North
wind around 10 mph, with

Today: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 84. South wind 7

gusts as high as 21 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly

•to 10 mph.

clear, with a low around 47.
North wind 5 to 8 mph.

Mostly

Tonight:

clear,

with a low around 62. Light

Sunday: Sunny, with a

southeast wind.
Thursday: Sunny, with a

high near 68. North wind 6 to

high near 85. South southeast wind 3 to 6 mph.
Thursday Night: Clear,
with a low around 60. Light
east wind.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 83. Calm wind becom-

•BEVIN
From front
tic, and Runquist said the government pursues few cases. Still,
she counsels her clients to stay
within the lines of the law.
"There's always a chance
that they will," she said she tells
clients. "And do you want to be
the test case that goes forward?"
Americans United for the
Separation of Church and State
continues to file complaints with
the Internal Revenue Service,
said Barry Lynn, the organization's executive director.
They've seen some clear
violations, Lynn said. A Texas
church, for example, posted a
sign during the 2012 presidential election that read: "Vote for
the Mormon,not the Muslim!"
But in 2009,the IRS suspended auditing churches on a regulatory technicality, according to
an audit by the United States
Government Accountability Of-

8 mph.
Sunday

Night:

Mostly

clear, with a low around 48.
North northeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
Columbus Day: Sunny,
with a high near 73. East
wind 3 to 5 mph.
fice. The regulation has still not
been rewritten.
"The majffrity of Americans
- including the devout - oppose
making houses of worship centers of partisan politics," Lynn's
organization has written in its
efforts to have the law enforced.
"Pulpit politicking threatens to
divide faith communities and
erode the important boundary
between church and state that
make each distinct. It's a bad
deal all around."
But the law remains unpopular with many politicians.
Congressmen Steve Scalise and
Jody Hicc filed a bill last month
that would rewrite the law to
allow charities and churches to
engage in any political activity
that doesn't cost money. The
law has even drawn the ire of
presidential candidate Donald
Trump, who has pledged to repeal the amendment if elected
president in November. MI

DONATE BLOOD

American
Red Cross
Chapter

From front
Clardy said he reviewed recent literature that has been issued regarding the roles that bias
based on gender, ethnicity and
race still plays when it comes to
student evaluations of teachers.
"I'm not alleging anything;
I'm not saying that," he said.
"I'm saying we need to be cognizant of that because that literature is very, very rich.
"Even CNN - probably about
a year ago - did an expose on
this very issue that we see a lot
of this bias playing into how the
numbers come out, and those
numbers are very important
when we're talking about tenure
or promotion. They're very important."
Asked what measures such a
committee would need to look at
in seeking out bias, Clardy said
that is an issue for the committee
to determine.
"I'm just saying that the corn-
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DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times
Farmer a plaque of appreKatherine
presents
DeBella
Joe
Dr.
Faculty Senate President
ciation Tuesday for her service as vice president of the Senate from 2014 to 2016.
mittee, the task force that we're as possible, or is what we have compensation study that will
happen sometime this year.asking for, would examine that now working just fine?"
de•MSU President Dr. Robert
foreign
of
professor
One
said.
type of question," he
one
about
Senate
spoke to the Faculty SenDavies
the
told
scent
could
instrument
"What type of
received.
he
ate
making Murray State
evaluation
about
much
as
it
eliminate
to
used
be
"One of my students told me the best student-centered univeron that yellow sheet(evaluation) sity in America.
to go back to my 'disease-infectHe said he disagreed with
ed, poverty-stricken, dark conti- members of the Council on
nent of yours,— he said. "Hav- Postsecondary Education that
ing said that, the badness exists, believes that universities should
but I ant concerned, and I have be rated based on the number of
no idea how to approach this."
graduates it turns out. Davies
Faculty Senate members sug- believes there is something to be
gested other ways to evaluate said about the quality of a uniteachers, including peer reviews versity's degree and the graduand surveys.
ates themselves.
The next scheduled meeting
He talked about expanding
of the MSU Faculty Senate is at
experiential learning and en3:30 p.m. on Nov. I.
couraged the Faculty Senate to
Other actions taken at Tuescontinue having open discusday's meeting included:
along with the Staff Con•Katherine Farmer gave the sions
and Student Government
gress
Board of Regents report, saying
about campus isAssociation
the university is still waiting for
sues.
the appeal from the budget fund•Carrissa Amburgy was preing lawsuit in which the goverwith a plaque of apprecisented
month.
last
nor was ruled against
"Basically, (the governor) ation from Faculty Senate Presistill has until Oct. 12,if I'm cor- dent Dr. Joe DeBella for her five
rect," she said."Also, the Board years of service to the Faculty
of Regents approved a faculty Senate. II
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The Empty Bowls Project,an
international initiative to fight
hunger that began in Michigan
in 1990, will once again be held
in Murray, but this year, the
event has grown to include more
community organizations.
The event, which will be held
this year on Oct. 14 from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. on the deck of the
Playhouse in the Park in Central Park, will be hosted by the
Murray Calloway County Need
Line Inc. in partnership with the
Murray Art Guild and the Murray Calloway County Parks.
MAO Executive Director
Debi Henry Danielson said that
the yearly event, which includes
handmade soup bowls that artists at the MAO have made and
a meal of soup, bread,drink and
dessert,is going to be bigger and
better this year.
"We want to grow the event
Photo provided by Murray Art Guild
and get more people involved,"
ceramic bowl in the Murray Art
a
making
Is
Empty Bowls project
she said. "Last summer, we This participant in the
before It's glazed and fired
bowl
the
on
details
surface
last
the
putting
Guild studio and
decided that we want to reach
14.
Oct.
on
and delivered to Need Line for the Empty Bowls event
more (people). The MAO is
Line Executive Director Murray Calloway County Need
responsible for delivering 250 community with food insecurity. Need
at 509 North Eighth St. or
"(Need Line)is totally depen- Tonia Casey said that there is ev- Line
handmade bowls and, for the
Realty at 711 Main
Kopperud
at
of a need in Murray and
first time, (Murray Calloway dent on donated funds for oper- idence
St.
County.
County) Need Line will be host- sting costs. We do benefit from Calloway
For more information, call
example, she said that
For
programs,"
government
some
ing the event."
3 or 270-753-1222.
270-753-633
Christmas
gave
the organization
Artists at MAO have been she said,
families,
510
to
year
last
baskets
Kopperud said that the promaking the bowls for the event
received 11,104 applications for
at studios during the last year. gram, which began in Murray
Pantry and USDA Commodity
UniverState
Murray
the
with
Danielson said that the proceeds
(Editor's Note: This article
in the last year and gave
Food
students.
nutrition
and
art
sity
will go towards the Murray Caloriginally published on
was
citizens
has "solely sponsored the event out food to 3,300 senior
loway County Need Line.
but the end of the arTuesday,
last year.
Kathy Kopperud, a board for several years before partner- in the
inadvertently omitted.
was
tick
Bowls
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Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
The FBI Director sold out America for purely partisan
politics! Now we have two kinds ofjustice in the U.S.:
One for the fat cats like Hillary, who are too big to jail,
and the other; for the rest of us,James Comey threatens
to put us under the jail! Dr. Thomas Sowell has stated:
America has now become a third world Banana Republic!
Come hear former congressional candidate Steve
Hamrick speak on "The upcoming November
election" on the third monday, October 17th at
4:30 PM (tentatively) in the back room at Pagliai's.
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western
Kentucky.
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Cash flow school?

Travel medical insurance?

Dear Dave,
My wife and I are on Baby Step 2 of your
plan, and I'm in graduate school while working
full-time. We're trying to cash flow my education from this point forward after previously taking out student loans. Our household income is
$90,000 a year, and we have a car payment. Are
we taking the correct approach to handle all this
responsibly?
Dan

Dear Dave,
My fiancée and I are planning a Caribbean
honeymoon cruise after our wedding. Do you
think it would be a good idea to purchase travel
medical insurance?
Tim

The Murray-Calloway County
Community
Foundation
maintains an investment committee which consists of one
member from each affiliate and
five members from the governing board. Each of these members possesses different areas of
expertise including investing,
accounting and legal. The committee meets quarterly to review
and discuss the current positions
held by the portfolios as well as
make future plans based upon
known and expected events.
Each sector within the portfolio has been assigned a target
weighting. As one area becomes
either too heavy or too light, assets are shifted to rebalance as
needed. These weightings are
also subject to discussion and
possible change if the committee
sees a need.
The entire portfolio is

Dear Tim,
Normally, I would say travel medical insurance falls into the gimmick category. But
if you're concerned about it, I would suggest
double-checking your current policy through
your provider to see exactly what you've got
and how far it extends in terms of coverage
compared to any risk factors you may be facing.

The only reason I can think of as to why
your current health insurance wouldn't cover you is that you may be out of the country
Your first goal is to do no more harm, during portions of the cruise. In most cases
meaning that you graduate and finish this de- and areas, I believe, out-of-network considgree without taking on any more debt. I think erations will still apply in the Caribbean. But
beyond that, and I don't know what you're check with your insurance company for verifipaying for the school, you should have some cation and details on that,too.
money beyond that to work your debt snowball. Don't beef up the payments on your debt
I've never bought travel medical insurance,
so heavily that you use up money that you'll and we've gone on two cruises already this
need for tuition. Getting though school will year. Just do your homework ahead of time,
slow down your debt snowball somewhat, but and make sure you'll have the coverage you
that's okay.This is a worthy cause,and you're need in the locations you're going. Congratuapproaching it the right way.I just don't want lations,Tim!
you to get so excited and gazelle intense about
— Dave
paying off your debt that you end up borrowing for tuition.
*Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and is CEO of Ramsey SoluCongratulations on being really smart with tions. He has authored seven best-selling books, inyour finances and your education. It's a really cluding The Total Money Makeover." "The Dave
neat idea, and you guys are going about it in Ramsey Show" is heard by more than 12 million
exactly the right way!
listeners each week on 575 radio stations and mul— Dave
tiple digital platforms. Follow Dave on Twitter at
@DaveRamsey and on the web at daveramsey.com

By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledgercom

and K-12. Students may "play
up" in higher divisions, but may
not play down. For example,if a
The 2016-17 scholastic chess third-grader feels that he is good
season opens Saturday in the enough, he may compete in the
Quad A region with a tourna- K-5,K-8 or even K-12 divisions.
ment to be held at the Murray
At the Paducah tournament,
State University Paducah cam- the K-3 section will be considpus. Saturday marks the 41st an- ered a learning section, so tournual National Chess Day.
nament directors may explain
The MSU Paducah campus is rules and help players underat 4430 Sunset Ave. near Inter- stand legal moves when needstate 24's Exit 7.
ed during the tournament. The
Registration for the tourna- other divisions will follow tradiment will be held from 8 to 8:30 tional tournament rules.
a.m. The first round will begin at
The tournament will be Swiss
9 a.m.
style, and each player will have
The entry fee is $25 if sent 30 minutes to play their moves.
early, $35 at the site, which in- In Swiss style tournaments,
cludes a one-year membership players with similar records will
into the U.S. Chess Federation, play each other in subsequent
which is valued at $26. Players rounds. For example, in the secwill be required to be USCF ond round of the tournament,
members in the scholastic tour- players who won in the first
naments throughout the year, in- round will play others who won
cluding the Quad A regional and in the first round, while those
state tournaments. USCF mem- who lost in the first round will
bership allows players to earn play others who lost in the first
ratings to compare themselves round.
with other players as their tourPlayers registering onsite will
nament experience grows and get a half-point bye for the first
provides them online access to round.
Chess Life magazine.
Early entrees may be sent
Players from kindergarten to West Kentucky Chess, 3240
through 12th grade will compete Lone Oak Road, PBM 166, Pain four divisions: K-3, K-5, K-8 ducah, KY 42003.

Quad A is one of four scholastic chess regions in Kentucky
and includes the westernmost
counties in the state. The easternmost counties of the region
are Breckenridge, Grayson,
Hart, Green, Adair, Russell and
Clinton.
Other Quad A chess tournaments to be played this year
include Oct. 22 at the MSU
Hopkinsville campus, Nov. 19
at the MSU home campus, Dec.
10 at Crittenden County Middle
School and Jan. 21 at Graves
County.
The Quad A regional tournament, which determines qualifiers for the state individual and
team tournaments, will be held
Feb. 11 at Crittenden County
Middle School. The state individual tournament will be held
March 4 in Paducah, and the
state team tournament will be
held on March 18,tentatively set
for North Bullitt High School in
Shepherdsville.
For more information about
the tournament, contact Quad A
coordinator Tom Knight at 270933-8228 or at westkychess@
gmail.com. For more information about the U.S. Chess Federation, visit www.uschess.org.•

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
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allocation is 70 percent eqUIIty instruments and 30 percei
fixed income instruments. This
portfolio is intended to have a
higher long-term return with the
acceptance of short-term volatility. Portfolio B is a more conservative portfolio, with a target
allocation of 30 percent eqiii,j)
604.0.1a41t
instruments and 70 percent
FOUNDATION
income. This fund is inte
minimize short-term vola
kW* MI
at the expense of potential longco-managed by the Paducah term gains.
Bank and US Bank, with each
Boards, independent audiinstitution maintaining roughly tors, accreditation reviews and
half of each portfolio (Portfolio investment advisors all work to
A and B will be discussed later). make sure that your trust in the
Each portfolio is divided into foundation is maintained.
two areas, equity and fixed inFor questions or assistance
come. The portfolios attempt to with the
Murray-Callowa)
maintain the same mutual fund County Community Foundation.
holdings in each portfolio only contact Harold Hurt, president
in different weightings. Also, of MCCCF,at 270-761-6880 or
as part of meeting state accred- any of the following board memitation standards,the accounting bers: Linda Avery, 270-753and financial statements are au- 0060; Gary Brockway. 270-753dited annually by an indepen- 0503; Matt Hale,270-753-5411:
dent auditor.
Robert Long, 270-809-3734:
Two different portfolio op- Brian Overbey, 270-767-2000:
tions are offered to accommo- Dick Weaver, 270-753-2899.
date the objectives and toler- Zach Dunlap, 270-816-3880:
ances of each funding grantor. Alice Rouse,270-293-3973; and
Portfolio A is a more growth-ori- Sharlisa Smotherman, 270-293ented portfolio in that its target 9304.•

mer camp at the Pincrest Out- firefighters have partnered With
door Center in Fredericton, Mis- MDA to fight with us until a ctie
souri, at no cost to their families. is found."
From front
The help given by firefighters
The area Shull covers in her
cures for muscle-debilitating
diseases, and this year's Murray goes a long way. In fact, accord- capacity as director includes
Fill the Boot results are a perfect ing to Shull, firefighters are the southern Illinois. Missouri ahd
example of their dedication," No. 1 sponsor for the MDA nawestern Kentucky, with Murray
Shull said in a press release. tionwide.
being
the farthest east within her
"Firefighters
are
actually
our
"We are extremely grateful to
No.
1
national
sponsor,"
Shull
area.
Shull
said that alongside
have the support of these truly
selfless heroes,as well as the en- told the Ledger on Tuesday."Fill MFD, other fire departments
the Boot as a national fundraiser
tire Murray community.
within her area alone were able
"It is with their generosity has been going on for 63 years." to raise roughly $450.000 for f.eShull said the fundraising
that we will be able to empower
search and treatment.
MDA families with life-enhanc- drive has its roots when a Boston
man,
This was the 16th year that
whose
were
sons
sufing resources and support that
open new possibilities and max- fering from Duchenne Muscular MFD participated in Fill the
imize independence so they can Dystrophy (DMD), sought help Boot, and Shull said that help
experience the world without to raise funds for their treatment from local fire departments like
through his local fire departany limits."
Murray's make the work of the
Money raised by MFD and ment.
MDA
possible.
"It
started
in
Boston
because
other departments throughout
two
little
boys
had
Duchenne
"Thank
and
you to the Murray
the country help the organization's efforts to fund research their dad needed help," she said. Fire Department for their 16
and life-enhancing programs "So, he came to the fire depart- years of participation," Shull
such as support groups and care ment, and the department did a said. "We wouldn't be able to
door-to-door canister collection.
centers.
provide our services without
The funds will also go to help That was the first door-to-door
their
support."
canister
collection.
Since
then,
send two local kids a MDA sum-

•MFD

Regional scholastic chess opens year in Paducah
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By MATT KALE
CPA

By Dave Ramsey

Dear Dan,
I love this approach and the fact that you're
willing to work hard and be disciplined to
make all this happen. At this point you just
need to lay your finances out and crunch the
budget numbers as to what tuition and school
are going to cost between now and when you
graduate.

ay Art Guild
Murray Art
ci and fired
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monitored?
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OPINION
IN OTHER
WORDS
The Kentucky Standard of Bardstown on remembering to
renew driver's licenses:
If you already feel overwhelmed by all the things you have to
.remember, we have bad news for you. There's another thing to add
• to your list.
The state will no longer be sending reminders to Kentucky resi•_
dents about renewing their drivers licenses.
In September, it was decided that the reminder cards that had
been sent out by circuit court clerks would be discontinued as a
cost-saving measure. No longer printing and mailing the cards will
.%"save the state an estimated $250,000 per year. While that savings
*. will be beneficial, about 3.6 million drivers will now be on their
. own as far as remembering to have their licenses renewed.
It is possible that in the future, you might be able to sign up for
text or email reminders, but that service is not currently in existence, nor is there a date when it might be. That being the case, it's
up to each of us to remember on our own when our licenses need
to be renewed.
Driving with an expired operator's license in Kentucky makes
you liable for a fine, as well as possible court costs and even the
potential of jail time, depending on other factors, if you get pulled
-over. And if you're involved in an accident without a valid license,
:it's considered negligent. Also, there is no gray area with licensing
citations. You either have a valid license or you don't, so there's no
,room to argue the charge.
Kentucky licenses must be renewed in the circuit clerk's office
in your county of residence. They're valid for four years. If you're
21 or older, your license expires 31 days after your birthday. If
you're younger than 21, you have 90 days after your 21st birthday
to have your license renewed.
It might be nicer to get reminders in the mail, but that courtesy
shouldn't be necessary. If you're old enough to drive, you should be
responsible enough to make sure your license is valid.
So pull your license out of your wallet right now. See when it
expires. Put a reminder in your phone, write it in a calendar, put as
sticky note somewhere you'll see, do something. Trust us, the two
minutes it will take to find a way to remind yourself is worth saving
, yourself the anguish of forgetting later.
The News-Enterprise of Elizabethtown on modern-day bullying:
There was a time, not long ago, when a parent's concern about
bullying was centered mostly on the schoolyard, playground or
neighborhood. Today, communication technology presents a new
and seemingly limitless portal through which bullies can act out.
Where a child's home once was a safe haven against hateful and
harmful attacks, smartphones, tablets and computers deliver harassing and threatening messages across the threshold and into the
child's bedroom. Worse, for the young person who carries these
devices throughout the day, these threats can be continuous and
constantly present.
This virtual badgering known as cyberbullying is defined as
willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers,
- -cellphories and other electronic devices.
A 2014 Cyberbullying Research Center study found 25 percent
rt of more than 10,000 randomly selected 11- to 18-year-olds surveyed during a seven-year study reported they had been subjected
to cyberbullying. About 17 percent of the study group admitted to
cyberbullying someone else at some point in the past.
In a separate study among middle schoolers, 12 percent said they
had been subjected to cyberbullying and 4 percent admitted to being the virtual bully within the previous 30 days. Given that it is the
'rare youth who does not have a personal cellphone or unfettered
access to the interne through a computer, it is a safe bet these statistics have increased considerably during the past few years.
For too many youth today, personal identity and self-worth can
be wrapped up in their social media profiles and virtual activity. A
degrading message anonymously posted on the child's social media
page or a group text sent by a fictitious individual, can take a measurable toll on the recipient's emotions,especially when viewed by
their circle of friends.
' When repeated over and over through post, texts and tweets, a
'child's psychological and emotional health can be damaged. Tragically, we've all read the heartbreaking stories of adolescent suicide
chosen as the apparent route of escape.
-. Keeping kids safe online is a daunting task for even the most
:-:technologically savvy parent. It's a challenge, if not altogether im,. possib1e, to keep up with the growing and ever-changing apps, social media outlets and chat rooms that are frequented by today's
‘: youth.
• For parents who try to keep up with what their kids used to stay
connected to their peers, once they have learned where to go and
Z how to use one digital side or application, their kids have migrated
.
. -to another.
But parents must work to gain this knowledge and be diligent
2,kabout staying in tune with what their children are doing online and
show and with whom they're using the technology available to them.
tIf cyberbullying problems are found, careful conversation and oblppservation about how the bullying is affecting the child must occur.
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WATCH and Ms. Estes: Best ofthe best
Crystal Estes eyed my reporter's notebook and confessed
she might not have enough to
say for an interview that would
be published in the newspaper.
Once she dutifully began answering my questions, however, I wasn't worried. And after
a few minutes of conversation,
neither was she.
Originally from Paducah.
Crystal graduated from Reidland High School. After that,
she went to Easter Seals, which
offers services designed to meet
the individual needs of people
with disabilities. She moved to
Murray in 1988, where she has
been an enthusiastic and productive participant in programs
and activities of WATCH Inc. on
Main Street.
Unique in so many ways.
Crystal has the distinction of being her own guardian. A lawyer
and a case manager helped her
secure that legal right, but she
is quick to credit the family she
lives with today for their love
and support.
"They are the Mom and Dad
I never had," she said."Without
them, I'd be in another foster
home."
Between her family and
WATCH. Crystal keeps a busy
schedule that includes doing

assembly work for Pella at the
WATCH Center. Also an active
community volunteer, she helps
out at Angels Attic and the Murray State University Arboretum.
"I have several different jobs
at Angels Attic," she explained.
Typical tasks involve cleaning
up hangars and helping to bag
customer purchases.
Even when she goes in there
on her own time, her assistance
is welcomed. "They say, 'Hi.
You can help. We need you,"
she explained, and she pitches
in without hesitation.
At the Arboretum,she grows
flowers and food. Tulips are
one of her floral favorites, and
among the squash, green beans
and watermelons she started in
her garden,tomatoes top her list.
"I love them," she says."My
favorite food."
By this point in the interview,
I already have pages of notes
and Crystal is relieved. As she
begins to tell me about her dog,
there is no doubt that there will
be more than enough material to
draw from for this column.
For some time, Crystal had
wanted a dog of her own, and
she and her family discussed
the possibility. Fortunately, her
mother knew a woman who was
trying to find a home for a pup-

py,and when
Crystal saw
a picture,she
reacted.
"I started
bawling,"
conshe
fessed.
Then
Crystal and
niece
her
went to Paris, TennesMain Street see,
to get
By Constance
and
dog,
the
Alexander
the
at
was
he
Ledger & Times
door to greet
Columnist
her. It was
love at first
sight.
"He was a fat little booger,"
she said,smiling at the memory.
A mix of border collie and
Jack Russell terrier, Jake is obviously a delight to Crystal. She
beams as she shows me pictures
of the black and white puppy,
and describes the tricks he has
learned.
"He's my pride and joy," she
said."A Mama's boy."
Crystal has taken on the responsibility of walking Jake
and taking care of him, and as
she guides me on a tour of the
WATCH facility, it is clear that
she is a reliable and knowledge-

able person. She is proud of the
facility, likes having her own
work area and assesses herself
as "pretty independent."
When we enter the older
part of the building - where the
walls of the conference room
are papered with articles and
clippings about WATCH - Crystal points herself out in pictures
that chronicle the history of the
organization.
"I've seen people come and
go," she said, and I'm sure she
made an impression on them,as
she did on me.
Crystal Estes is just one of
the many people at WATCH
who cheerfully and competently contribute to the overall
well-being of our community.
Her experiences and insights
about WATCH and its operations are impressive, but it is her
generosity of spirit that makes
her a memorable person.
According to the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau
homepage, "Murray knows no
strangers. The town welcomes
visitors into this small community with open arms and creates
the feeling of being home," and
it is organizations like WATCH
and people like Crystal Estes
who exemplify the best of the
best.
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Notes from a back-row Baptist
I recently began writing a
new column for Kentucky's
State Baptist newspaper, "The
Western Recorder." My son,
Wesley, and I had a spirited discussion about a title for the column. I thought "A Letter from
the Laity," the title of my previous column,sounded rather old,
but then, I am rather old. Wesley
agreed.
Still, I pressed ahead, asking Wesley to make suggestions
for a new title for the column.
I thought maybe, "Notes from
an ordinary Baptist," but then
I thought of C.S. Lewis's famous sermon, "The Weight of
Glory," in which he argued that
there were no ordinary people.
So then, I said,"All right, how
about 'Notes from an Extraordinary Baptist?" Wesley just
rolled his eyes. No; that simply
wouldn't do.
But, you know, there are no
ordinary people in this world. I
am reminded of this fact every
day when I go to my favorite
coffee shop, when I walk with
Evelyn along Maple Street at
Murray's Saturday downtown
farmer's market,or when we go
to church on Sunday morning.
And this notion is reinforced
even more with every class that
I teach at Murray State University. My students are extraordinary.
Students arrive on our campus from western Kentucky, but
more and more young men and
women come as well from St.

Oxford
Louis, Missouri, from southchurch,I could
ern Indiana, from Louisville
imagine Lewand from China, Saudi Arabia,
is warming to
Regensburg, Germany, and Pahis
subject.
kistan. Just like our world, our
And this is
campus is splendid and rich in
what he said:
diversity.
"There are no
C.S. Lewis preached his faordinary peomous sermon, "The Weight of
ple. You have
Glory," during the middle of
never talked
World War II on June 8, 1942,
to a mere morfrom the pulpit of Oxford's
Nations,
Church of St. Mary the Virgin. Home and tal.
cultures, arts,
This is a sermon I quote to my
Away civilizations Murray State history students
By James
these are moroften. He said in the sermon,for
Duane Bolin
tal, and their
example,"A man who has lived
Ledger & Times
life is to ours
in many places is not likely to
Columnist
as the life of a
be deceived by the local errors
gnat. But it is
of his native village; the scholar has lived in many times and immortals whom we joke with,
is therefore in some degree im- work with, marry, snub and exmune from the great cataract of ploit - immortal horrors or evnonsense that pours from the erlasting splendors."
press and the microphone of his
"This does not mean that we
own age."
are to be perpetually solemn,"
During both of my visits Lewis assured his congregation.
to Oxford, I sat in that church "We must play. But our merrijust off Oxford's High Street at ment must be of that kind (and
Radcliffe Square and tried to it is, in fact, the merriest kind)
imagine Lewis giving that serwhich exists between people
mon. He began by pointing out
who have, from the outset, takthat his contemporaries thought
each other seriously - no
en
unselfishness to be the highest
no superiority,no preflippancy,
Christian
while
virtue,
Christian
thinkers of the past - including sumption."
Lewis must have boomed out
New Testament writers - fothis point: 'To please God
at
love.
of
virtue
the
on
more
cused
Lewis argued that "self-denial is ... to be a real ingredient in the
really a side effect, not the main divine happiness ... to be loved
point." Love, he stated, is the by God, not merely pitied, but
delighted in as an artist delights
greatest virtue.
As I sat in that great, great in his watt or a father in a son

- it seems impossible,a weight
or burden of glory which our
thoughts can hardly sustain. But
so it is."
According to Lewis,"It may
be possible for each to think too
much of his own potential glory
hereafter; it is hardly possible
for him to think too often or too
deeply about that of his neighbor. The load, or weight, or
burden of my neighbor's glory
should be laid daily on my back,
a load so heavy that only humility can carry it, and the backs of
the proud will be broken."
And so, when I meet someone, be it beggar or lord, that
individual is no mere mortal,
no ordinary person, whom I encounter. As a person of faith, I
believe he or she is made in the
image of God. That person is
extraordinary, loved by the Almighty certainly, and loved by
me as well.
Oh, Evelyn and I tend to sit
toward the back of the sanctuary in Murray's First Baptist
Church. That is where our pastor, Keith Inman, looks for us.
So,Wesley came up with "Notes
from the Back Row" for my
"Western Recorder" column.
Everyone knows a back-row
Baptist when they read one.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane at jbolin@murraystate.
edu.
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OBITUARIES
Alice LaRue Garland

Pauline Ann Riley

Alice LaRue Garland,81,of Murray, Kentucky,
died Oct. 3,2016,at her home.
She was born Oct. 3,2016,in Murray to Carlos
and Autum Fitts McKinney.
She was a long time member of Cornerstone
Baptist Church in Michigan and was currently a
member of Dexter Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded
in death by two brothers, Joe McKinney and Dan
McKinney.
Garland
Mrs. Garland is survived by her husband, Lewis Garland; one son, Michael Garland of Salt Lake
City, Utah; two daughters, Sheila Crumb and husband Robert of
Burton, Michigan, and Karen Walters and husband Jeffery of Murray; four grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 6, 2016, at
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray, with Paul Bogard and David Little officiating. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday,Oct.5,2016,
at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of arrangements.

Pauline Ann Riley, 71, of Lawrenceburg, Indiana, died Sunday,
Oct. 2, 2016, at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center in Benton,
Kentucky.
Th.J.H. Churchill Fun•ral Homo
She was born Oct. 13, 1944, in Cleves, Ohio, to Henry Leptak
and Mary Draut Leptak.
Pauline Ann Riley,71
•
She was a retired security guard with Hollywood Casino. She
Graveside services will be at 2 p.m. Eastern Time on Wedneswas a member of Oak Grove Baptist Church and the Dan Billington
day, Oct. 5, 2016, at Greendale Cemetery in Lavaenceburg, InSunday school class.
diana.
In addition to her parents,she was preceded in death by a brotherin-law,Edward Fette, and longtime friend,Alice Marie Lewis.
Mrs. Riley is survived by two daughters, Sharon Paschall and
husband Chris of Hazel,and Beverly Deardorff and husband Dennis
of Hamilton, Ohio; a son, John Riley and friend Shelley Scharnmel of Independence; a sister, Shirley Fette of Lawrenceburg; two
brothers, the Rev. Creighton Leptak and Jerry Leptak both of Lawterchange. Motorists should use
renceburg, and four grandchildren, Destiny Bustle, Cody Paschall, Special to the Ledger
A contractor for The Kenextra caution and be prepared
Conner Paschall and Megan Riley.
to encounter changes in traffic
Graveside services will be at 2 p.m. EST on Wednesday, Oct. 5, tucky Transportation Cabinet
flow this diversion will create
2016, at the Greenciale Cemetery in Lawrenceburg with the Rev. (KYTC)plans a temporary
Creighton Leptak officiating. Visitation was from 5-8 p.m.Tuesday, detour and traffic shift for west- through the work zone.
bound traffic along Interstate
Once westbound traffic
Oct.4,2016, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
is shifted to the diversion on
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- 24 at the Exit 25 Purchase
Parkway Interchange during the Friday morning,traffic will be
home.com.
overnight hours on Thursday.
allowed to run on this new conThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Starting at 10 p.m. on
figuration for about a week.The
Thursday, the westbound lanes
contractor will then set a date
Tammie Suffern
of 1-24 will be closed between
for
an eastbound traffic shift to
Tanunie Suffern, 57,of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday,Oct. 3,
Exit
27
and
Exit
25.
During
the
help
facilitate ongoing recon2016,at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
closure,
westbound
traffic
will
struction
of the interchange.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & Crematobe detoured via U.S.62 westThis work zone along 1-24
ry, downtown Murray.
bound and the Purchase Parkin Marshall County between the
way southbound to reconnect to 25 and 28 mile marker is to althe westbound lanes of 1-24.
low the I-24/Purchase Parkway
Message boards will be set
interchange to be upgraded so
Special to the Ledger
seconds to a few minutes.
up to direct traffic and law enInterstate 69 can be extended
The Kentucky State Police
Listed below are the super- forcement will assist with this
southward
along the parkwill conduct traffic safety check- visory- approved traffic safety
points throughout the Post 1 dis- checkpoint locations in Callo- overnight detour. The contractor way. This work zone includes
a 55 mph speed limit with an
trict in west Kentucky to check way County and the surrounding will use the overnight detour to
enhanced enforcement presence
motorists for compliance with counties of Graves. Marshall complete final connections and
traffic control for a long-term
and doubled fines for citations.
motor vehicle laws, including and Trigg. •
driving under the influence stattraffic diversion along the 1-24
Calloway County
Jim Smith Contracting of
utes.
*U.S. 641 South at Barber westbound lanes in the work
Grand Rivers is the prime
KSP utilizes traffic safety Drive
zone.
contractor on the $37.8 million
checkpoints to promote safety
*Kentucky 94 East at KenWestbound 1-24 traffic will
interchange reconstruction
for motorists using the public tucky 280
be shifted to the diversion at
project. The new 1-24/1-69
roadways and to provide a deter*Kentucky 121 South beimmediately west of
a
point
interchange
at Calvert City has
rent for those who violate laws tween Milepoints 3.187 and 3.69
a target completion date of July
contained in the Kentucky Re*Kentucky 280 at Cohoon U.S. 62's Exit 27 interchange
starting around 5 a.m. Fri1, 2018.
vised Statutes.
Road
day.
runs
This
along
diversion
All work schedules are subThe intent of a traffic safeGraves County
ty checkpoint is to provide for
ject to change due to weather,
*U.S. 45 South at Kentucky the north side of the existing
a high-visibility, public safety 339 in Wingo
1-24 westbound lanes to the
emergencies and other factors.
service, focusing on vehicular
*U.S. 45 South at Kentucky Exit 25 Purchase Parkway in11
equipment deficiencies, con- 1748
firming appropriate registration
*Kentucky 94 at Kentucky
and insurance of vehicles and 381 in Lynnville
the valid licensing of drivers.
*Kentucky 849 at Kentucky
Violations of law or other public 1684
safety issues that arise shall be
*Kentucky 303 at Kentucky
addressed.
339 at the four-way stop
Traffic safety checkpoints
Marshall County
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Federal officials have approved Kenwill allow the Kentucky State
*U.S.68 at Kentucky 95
tucky Gov. Matt Bevin's plan to dismantle the state health exchange.
Police the opportunity to peri*U.S. 641 at Kentucky 1422
The exchange, known as kynect, was launched in 2013 and has
odically concentrate its efforts
*Kentucky 348 between
in checking for violations of Milepoints 4.7 and 5.0 near been a way for Kentucky residents to shop for health insurance or
enroll in Medicaid under the federal Affordable Care Act. After Nov.
Kentucky traffic and regulato- Meadowbrook Circle
ry laws that will ultimately in*Kentucky 402 at Kentucky 1, people in Kentucky will use the federal health exchange to find
coverage.
crease the safety of the citizens 1364
The Courier-Journal said the approval was given Tuesday, but
within the commonwealth. DrivTrigg County
ers encountering a traffic safety
*US 68 Bypass west of How- Andrew Slavitt of the U.S. Health and Human Services Department
says the agency is concerned about the transition's impact on those
checkpoint are requested to have ard Anderson Bridge
their operator's license, vehicle
*Kentucky 139 North at Bush who gained coverage through kynect. Slav itt said in a letter to Bevin
that it's important the transition be clearly explained to consumers.
registration receipt and proof Road
Bevin,a Republican, vowed to dismantle the health initiatives of
of insurance readily accessible.
*Kentucky 274 west of John
Drivers with this information in Woodruff Bridge near the en- previous Gov. Steve Beshear, a Democrat who took full advantage
of federal health care law. II
hand,those with no violations of trance to the boat ramp
law and minimal roadway conFor more information, visit
gestion can reasonably expect to www.kentuckystatepolice.org.
be delayed for no more than 30 •

Maclaine Bankes
Madeline Bankes,82,of Almo, Kentucky,formerly of Freeland,
Pennsylvania, died Sunday, Oct. 2, 2016, at Baptist Health in Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born Dec. 30, 1933,to Joseph Lawrence and Anna Lawrence.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Dale
Bankes; and two brothers,Tommy Lawrence and Bobby Lawrence.
Mrs. Bankes is survived by two daughters, Joanne Moore and
Cheryl Chadwick, both of Murray; two sons, Michael Bankes of
Almo and Charles Bankes of Wisconsin; seven grandchildren,
Anna, Crystal, Heidi, Tommy, Mikey, Bernadette and Timmy; 13
great-grandchildren and one brother, Johnny Lawrence of Harrisburg,Pennsylvania.
Graveside services will be Saturday, Oct. 8, 2016, at Murray
Memorial Gardens, following visitation from 9-11 a.m. at St. Leo
Catholic Church.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of arrangements.

NABSENTEE
From front
fled military and overseas voters may also use the commonwealth's online portal to request
and receive their blank absentee
ballots.
Applications for mail-in absentee ballots must be received
by the clerk's office no later than
Nov. 1. The completed absentee
ballot must be returned by mail
and received by the county clerk
by 6 p.m. local time on Election
Day.
Individuals who do not qualify to vote by mail-in absentee
ballot may still be eligible to

vote early in person prior to
Nov. 8, Election Day. In-person absentee voting will begin
in all counties no later than 12
working days prior to Nov. 8,
but some counties may choose
to begin in-person voting earlier. In-person absentee voting
is conducted during the county
clerk's regular business hours.
Persons with questions about
absentee voting should contact their county clerk or call
the State Board of Elections at
502-573-7100. Additional information about absentee voting is also available on the State
Board's website.•

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD
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Spaghetti dinner planned
The South Marshall Fire Department Auxiliary will host a spaghetti dinner from 5-7 p.m. on
Saturday,Oct. 8,at the Aurora Ross Fire Station.
The cost is $6 for adults and $3 for children under 12. Spaghetti, bread sticks, salad, tea, lemonade,coffee and dessert will be served. Everyone is welcome to attend. For more information,
contact Audrey Boyan at 270-906-5515.

Datebook
Golf scramble to be Saturday
. Martha
The 33rd annual Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and
Finney Andrus, Girls Ranch Charity Golf Scramble will be SatCommunity editor urclay,Oct.8,at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park. The tee time is 8 a.m. with a shotgun
start. Entry fee is $60 per person, which includes greens fee, cart,
food and drinks and a gift for all participants. For more information,
contact Marshall County Sheriff Kevin Byars at 270-527-3112 or
ranch director Jerry Wagner at 270-362-8660.

MC

Canned goods needed

Soup for the Soul,a local community ktichen,is in need of canned
goods,as the pantry is almost empty. Bring donations to Soup for the
tpul at 411 Maple St.

Veterans seminar planned
Brookdale Murray Assisted Living will hold a veterans seminar
from 6-7 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 6. There will be a presentation on eligibility requirements, payable benefits and how to file claims.There
is no admission, but reservations are required by Friday. Call 2707,59-1555 for questions and to make a reservation for the seminar.

Make A Difference Day to be Saturday
The 108th Bill Wells Make A Difference Day will be from 9 a.m.noon on Saturday,Oct. 8,at Roy Stewart Stadium. Please enter from
12th Street. Paper and cardboard will be taken. The Lions Club will
collect eyeglasses and the WATCH Center will collect aluminum
cans. Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) will be taking
cellphones and West KY Mentoring Inc. will have a bin for ink jet
cartridges. Clothes will be collected for Angels Attic, and the Kiwanis Club will have a bin for shoes.The Murray Police Department
and the Calloway County Sheriff's Office will collect prescription
drugs in original containers. Plastic and glass will also be collected,
and iPods and MP4 players are needed for the residents of Spring
Creek Health Care. Books will be gathered for recycling to benefit
Community Education, and gently-used sports gear and equipment
will be taken for the "Game Ready" initiative. Prom dresses will be
collected for a new local program called "Prom it Forward." Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian Church of Benton will be onsite to collect
plastic grocery bags to make crocheted mats for the homeless. The
shredder will also be on-site. Batteries are no longer accepted.

Dexter-Almo Water Board to meet
The Dexter-Almo Water District Board will meet at 6 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 6,at 351 Almo Road in Almo. All interested are invited to
attend.

Photo provided
The members of Joy Beyond Tears are pictured at the MSU Arboretum and Include Tina Haley, Donna Hemdon,
Nix,
Cheryl Walker-Sheppard, Vicki Pierce, Dyan Crawford, Rhonda Rogers, Amanda Moyers, Joanna Adams, Janice
and
Cochran
Sue
pictured)
Susan Sammons, Susan Taylor, Elizabeth Douglas, guest Ricky Cunningham and (not
Cindy DiBlasio.

Mothers form 'Joy Beyond Tears'
By MARTHA ANDRUS
communitynews@murrayledgencom
Two mothers, Rhonda Rogers
and Tina Haley met during Grief
Share at Hardin Baptist Church
and instantly shared a common
bond of the loss of a child.
Rogers and Haley met for
lunch a few days later and decided to form "Joy Beyond Tears,"
a group for mothers like themselves who have suffered the
loss of a child.

"We wanted mothers who
have lost children to have a place
to come together to help each of
us learn to live a new 'normal'
while finding peace and comfort
through each other," said Haley.
The group has about 30 members and met on Sept. 22 at the
Murray State University Arboreturn for an evening offellowship
and pizza. They were joined by
guests Ricky Cunningham of
Hardin Baptist Church and Stacie and Jessie Palmer of Palmer

McDonald's Pumpkin Village is open at DPA

Special to the Ledger
The McDonald's Pumpkin
Village is now open at DiscovSeminars to be presented at Wesley
ery Park of America in Union
Wesley at Murray and Wesley Murray Meadow at 440 Utterback City, Tennessee. The village is
Road will present a wellness seminar on spine diseases and will of- set up behind the train depot
fer free spinal exams provided by Dr. Dennis Heskett with Heskett and is sponsored by McDonChiropractic at 11 a.m. Thursday,Oct. 6,in Building 100. At 2 p.m. ald's restaurants throughout the
on Thursday, there will be a seminar about dementia and Alzhei- region.
mer's with a recreational and social activity webinar presented by
New additions for this year inthe American Society on Aging in Building 400.The public is invited to attend both events.

dude a tractor made of hay bales
and a hay bale house tall enough
for children to enjoy making
their way through hay tunnels.
McDonald's Pumpkin Village is open during regular park
hours from 10 a.m'. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday through Sunday during
the month of October and is free
with park admission. It will also

Myasthenia Gravis Walk to be held
The Myasthenia Gravis Walk, which raises awareness of the disease in western Kentucky, southern Illinois, northwest Tennessee.
Missouri and southwest Indiana, will be Saturday, Oct. 8,at Washington Park in Metropolis, Illinois. Registration is at 9 a.m. and the
walk begins at 10 a.m. Fir more information go to www.Mgwalk.
erg.

'MCCH to host awareness luncheon
'The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will host its annual Breast
gancer Awareness Luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 19, in
Ole Murray Room of the CFSB Center on the campus of Murray
*ate University. All are welcome to this free event and interested
uties are asked to RSVP by calling 270-762-1381 or email market,
apg@m urrayhospital.org.
:v

O

*Izheimer's Support Group to meet
;..z.The Alzheimer's Caregivers' Support Group will meet at 10 a.m.
Pursclay, Oct.6,at the Weaks Community Center. For more inforation,contact Gerry Mellon at 270436-2328.
.
I151WC Garden Department will meet
:.: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
V I p.m.Thursday,Oct.6,at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The
kograrn "Everything is Coming Up Roses" will be presented by
Sheila Henry.The hostesses will be Shirley Uzzle,Brenda Jones and
Brittain.
rbara Bowl Project to be at Playhouse
mpty
;.•The Murray-Calloway County Need Line,in partnership with the

te

gurray Art Guild and the Murray-Calloway County Park,will pres-

the Empty Bowl Project from 5:30-7:30 p.m. Friday,Oct. 14,on
deck of Playhouse in the Park. A simple meal will be served conPing of soup, bread,drink and dessert and a custom bowl. Tickets
jie $20 before the event and $25 at the door. Tickets are available
Need Line at 509 N. Eighth St., Kopperud Realty at 711 Main,
0by calling 270-753-6333 or 270-753-1222. Tickets may also be
Otrchased from any Need Line Board member.
...,

t

Farm Meats.
Joy Beyond Tears has partnered with Murray State University's Hutson School of Agriculture to expand and maintain
the butterfly garden at the arboretum.
Joy Beyond Tears meets once
a month, but will meet more if
a member needs support. The
group has members from several
other states who share with each
other through their Facebook
page.

Photo provided
The Ronald McDonald park bench Is a permanent fixture
in the McDonald's Pumpkin Village at Discovery Park of
America.

be open from 5 to 9 p.m. on
Thursdays for guests visiting Libation Station at the train depot.
"I think the grounds crew outdid themselves with the village,"
said CEO Jim Rippy."There are
more pumpkins and more interactive displays than ever before."
All students will get $2 off of
general admission through the
month of October. On Thursday,
the park is hosting a VIP dinner
to unveil the new traveling exhibition, "Jurassic Journeys," that
opens to the public on Saturday.
Also on Saturday, the park is
hosting "Beer,Blues and Brats,"
with over 40 craft beers available to taste as well as a special area featuring home brews
by the West Tennessee Home
Brewers Association. There is
no admission charge for "Beer,
Blues and Brats," with the gates
opening at 5 p.m.
On Oct. 15, there is a family
education series, "Zombies!"
and on Oct. 22, guests can meet
some very "Creepy Critters." A
murder mystery dinner theater,
"Honeymoon from Hades," will
be on Oct. 27, and children who
compete in the Halloween 'costume contest will get half-price
admission on Oct. 29.
For a complete list of events,
classes and activities at the park,
visit the park's website at www.
discoveryparkofamerica.com.

For information on Joy Beyond Tears, call 270-752-3623.

Pink ac
at the C

Trying on clothes especially pants
can be very frustrating due to the
inconsistency of the manufacturers.
If you have even tried on 15 pairs of
jeans and none ofthem fit,it isn't your
body. It's the designers who have not
used a set of standards universally.
The standards set by the National
Bureau of Standards(NBS)combined
this data with measurements taken
from 6,510 members of the Women's
Army Corps during WWII. In 1958
the NBS released standards for sizing
women's apparel. By the 1960's,
however, were already outdated, due
to the fact women had grown larger.
Now every clothing manufacturer
has its own sizing system. The
profession of merchandising and
digital retailing at University of
North Texas found that size four
pants varied up to 8.5 inches in
the waist, and size 6 varied by
13.2 inches in length of the crotch
seam. High end brands tend to size
smaller, they market themselves
as contemporary lines. Thanks to
Kate Reeves for bringing me this
article taken from RealSirnple.com.
We have just received a lot of
new tops from Multiples and Lior,
FDJ, and many others. New styles
in leggings are here as well. More
jewelry and accessories are also
here. Spanx undergarments are also
in stock. Tank top layering pieces in
many colors are also here. Come in
soon to check all the fall trends. Like
and share us on FB to be eligible for
our giveaway, or come in the store!
Stay tuned to next week'sfun andfashion
report...

"The Something For Erervont Store305 South 12th Mum,KY • 270453-7441
12014 www.dkkolloy.com
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CPL to present Community Read event
will present its Community
event at 2 p.m. Sunday,Oct.9,featuring"A Courthouse Trag: Politics, Murder,and Redemption in a Small Kentucky Town,"
Sid Easley. The book discussion will be led by former Calloway
ty Public Library Director Margaret Trevathan. Community
mbers may register for this event by visiting the library's circun desk and a copy of the book will be available. For those who
'on
' - a copy of the book, you can register by calling the library at
0-753-2288.
..fCHS Class of 1966 to hold reunion
alCalloway County High School Class of 1966 will hold its 50The
[
reunion beginning at 5:30 p.m. Friday,Oct. 7,at the Big Apple
. e. On Saturday, Oct. 8, the class will meet in the lobby of the
at 10 am.for a tour and will meet at 5 pm.at Keulake State
ei The Calloway County Public Library

for a social hour followed by dimmer at 6:30 pm.A class picture
' be taken at 6 p.m. Anyone who started with the class in 1963 is
-753• to attend. For more information,call Jim Kelly at 270
email edmoods_rdibellsoodt.oet or call Wilma Edmoods at
0-753-5060.
•
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PEPE:
Domestic Medium
Hair-black and white •
Eight weeks • Male

A:
P
Domestic Short Hair-black
and white • Eight weeks •
Male

SHELTER HOURS:
hion-Fri. 10 cm-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 cm.-3 p.m.
Pot more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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MCCH hosts annual Breast Cancer Luncheon
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Ledger & Times file photo
Pink accessories are displayed during last year's Breast Cancer Awareness Luncheon
at the CFSB Center's Murray Room on the Murray State University campus.
Special to The Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will host its annual
Breast Cancer Awareness luncheon Wednesday, Oct. 19 at
11:30 a.m. in the Murray Room
of the CFSB Center.
The event will feature an educational presentation on new
technology in mammography
called tomosynthesis, a testimonial from a recent breast cancer
survivor,lunch, giveaways,door
prizes and motivation and relaxation methods. All are welcome
to the free event, and interested
parties are asked to RSVP by
calling (270) 762-1381, or by
emailing marketing@murrayhospital.org.
While breast cancer affects
people throughout the year,

October has been marked as a American College of Radiology
month of heightened awareness (ACR), and MSQA (Mammogof the disease and those it im- raphy Quality Standards Act),
pacts, in hopes of moving closer the FDA's federal accreditation
to eventually finding a cure.
program. The equipment is regIn addition, October is also ularly checked for accuracy and
used as a reminder to women to is used only for mammography.
make sure they are keeping up Technologists perform required
with preventative and early de- daily, weekly,and monthly qualtection measures against breast ity control tests.
cancer. At the hospital's mamIn recognition of Breast Canmography department, the staff cer Awareness Mont every paknows how vital early detection tient who gets a matemograrn at
is. Thanks to new digital mamMCCH in October -41114.eceive
mography technology, early detection is faster and much more promotional gift, and be entered
accurate. Radiologists can view into a drawing for a breast canand manipulate the images and cer awareness tote.
For more information on
detect smaller changes that may
be early signs of cancer.
mammograms or women's
MCCH's
Mammography health, call 270-762-1971.
Center is accredited by both the

Because She Matters campaign reaches
$100,000 towards $500,000 goal
Special to The Ledger
The Because She Matters
campaign continues and has
reached a $100,000 milestone
following proceeds from the recent Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare golf tournament.
Community members are encouraged to join efforts to raise
funds to support new breast
imaging technology including
tomosynthesis and molecular
breast imaging at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The American Cancer Society predicts nearly 232,000 new
cases of invasive breast cancer
were diagnosed in women in
2015 and one in eight women
will develop it during their lifetime. Recent statistics by the

CDC indicate 1 in 4 women in
the U.S. are not up-to-date on
their mammogram screenings.
With the latest technology
including tomosynthesis and
molecular breast imaging, cancer detection rates are expected
to increase from 1.2 percent to
8.2 percent. The best protection
is early detection, thus increasing the importance for the latest
technological advances. Phase
1 of the Because She Matters
campaign continues towards the
$500,000 initiative focused on
tomosynthesis. Advantages of
the tomosynthesis technology
include the following: earlier detection of small breast cancers,
greater accuracy in pinpotvfng
size, shape and location of abnormalities, fewer false posi-

tives and unnecessary biopsies,
and greater likelihood of detecting multiple breast tumors.
"This is a great opportunity
for the community to make a
difference locally, we need everyone's support to make this a
reality," said MCCH Vice President of Development Keith Travis.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is accredited in mammography by the American
College of Radiology. For more
information on women's health
or scheduling a mammogram
with a doctor's referral, call
270-752.2174. For information
on how to donate to the Because
She Matters campaign, contact
Travis, at 270-762.1908.•
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of
Murray-Calloway
County
•Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
•Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
•Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living
'
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Photo courtesy of MELONY MORGAWMurray-Calloway County Hospital
WALMART DONATES $1,500 TO MCCH: Pictured from left are Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Patient Access Director Deny& McCuiston, Walmart Store Manager Jonathan
Holder and MCCH Vice President of Development Keith Travis as the Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare received a $1,500 donation from Walmart towards video
translation services. Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently partnered with InDemend Interpreting to provide video remote interpreting technology to bridge the communication gap with limited English proficient, deaf and hard of hearing patients. ThIS
system will enable MCCH to improve its language access program and comply with new
stricter regulations of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
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Primary Care Medical Center
is planning d new
16,000 sq. ft. addition
to the existing 27,000 sq. ft facility.
This will include a new Urgent Care
section whose medical director', will bf •
Dr. Hollis Clark and Dr. Bob Hugh(

URGENT
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Complete Care
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Free Hearing Screening
30 day Trial Purchase
Financing 0% Interest
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ICHSAA GIRLS GOLF STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

McDowell, Phillips tied for lead after first round
BOWLING GREEN — Murray High senior Sarah McDowell
spent last Monday at the Region
I Tournament at Calvert City
,proving she belonged with the
top golfers in the Bluegrass at the
KHSAA Girls Golf State Tournament.
After the first round of the
state tournament on Tuesday,
McDowell displayed her intention of winning an individual
state championship for the second time in the program's history.
McDowell parred 14 of the

18 holes Tuesday at the Bowl- portunities after having three on
ing Green Country Club and, as Tuesday."
a result, she enters today's final
With birdies on Nos.6,9 and
round tied for the lead with Ow- 14, McDowell had only two boensboro senior Ke'Asha Phillips gies. After failing to adjust to an
1-under 71.
early par 5 for a bpgey on No. 2,
McDowell shot a 1-under 35 McDowell's last bogey came on
on the front nine before finishing No. 17.
an even 36 on the back nine to
McDowell more than made up
close out the first day.
for her bogey at No. 17,when she
"I treaded it just like another finished with a par on the par-5
round of golf," McDowell said. 18th hole to draw even for the in"The long course played to my dividual lead in Bowling Green.
advantage and my main focus
In 1981, Velvet Jones Milk(today) is getting my approach man, the Murray State women's
and gathering up approach shots golf head coach, won the first
so that I have more birdie op- girls golf individual state cham-

pionship while playing for Mur- golfers heading into today's final
ray High.
round.
If McDowell wins this year's
There are currently four golfstate title, there will be plenty for ers tied for third place with a
her and Milkman to talk about 1-over 73. They are Rylea Marat Murray State. McDowell has cum of Scott County, Lucy Suo
verbally committed to play for of DuPont Manual, Bailey Hubthe Racers in 2017.
bard of Clay County and Gracie
Phillips started off hot with Parrott of Green County.
a 3-under 33 and an eagle on
Lily Young of Shelby County
the front nine before imploding is tied for seventh place with Sarduring her last nine holes. She ah Fite of Mason County, accufinished with bogeys on Nos. 10, mulating a 2-over 74.
12 and 15.
McDowell tees off at 9:12
Both Phillips and McDowell a.m. today on No. 1 with Phillips
shared birdies on No.9.
and Suo as her playing partners.
Three shots separate eight

NHL PREVIEW: NASHVILLE PREDATORS

tiNSA.A Slat
Green Country

Tennessee 1

Murray migr

Paducah 111

BRYCE RUDD/Ledger tile photo
Murray High golfer Sarah
McDowell watches a tee shot
during the Region 1 Tournament on Sept. 26 at Calvert
City Golf and Country Club.

COLLEGE GOLF

Built for postseason success
Predators back
after making
deepest run in
playoff history

mum

lalitITHED JACKPOT •

wawa maw WI

AP Photo
Nashville center Cody Bass (16) Is congratulated after scoring a goal against Tampa Bay during
the third period of
an NHL preseason game Saturday In Nashville, Tenn.
an opportunity to bring back a
first here, and that's pretty special,too. I'm looking forward to
that opportunity."
Some things to watch out of
the Predators this season starting Oct. 14 when they open at
home against Chicago:

Figure Out Overtime
The Predators have only
themselves to blame for landing
in the first wild card and making
back-to-back trips to California
over the first two rounds of the
playoffs. Only Carolina (16)
had more than Nashville's overtime losses last season as the
Predators posted a meager 2-14
record. Nashville did go 4-2 in

GIRLS SOCCER: GALLOWAY 3, CALDWELL I

shootouts.

Replacing Weber
Yes, the Predators still have
a Weber on the roster in defenseman Yannick Weber. But they
have to find someone to replace
their captain, particularly on the
power play where Shea Weber
had 14 of his 20 goals. Subban
matched Weber's 51 points in
78 games last season despite
playing 10 fewer garnes,though
Subban had only two goals on
the power play. Defenseman
Roman Josi is the next best option to step up after having eight
power play goals last season for
a unit that ranked 10th in the
NHL.

goals and 64 points, got a new
contract in June. So did forward
Slotting Subban into WeCalle Jarnkrok. Johansen just
ber's spot with Josi may not be
turned 24 and had 26 points in
that easy. Subban opened the
34 gamelafter joining Nashpreseason playing with Mattias
ville in latuary.
Ekholm, with Josi wrapping up
Nashville's biggest boost
his duties at the World Cup of
could come from Colin Wilson
Hockey. Josi is a pretty offendepending on which forward
sive-minded defenseman himshows up. He had just 24 points
self, with 61 points last season.
in 64 games last season, yet
Laviolette may split up Josi and
"Playoff Colin Wilson" had 13
Subban to create more offense
points in 14 games.
through his defensive pairs.

Subban's Partner

Growing Up
The Predators have a handful of young players they hope
develop further this season.
Filip Forsberg, who led the
Predators with a career-best 33

Rinne's Revival
Goaltender Pekka Rinne was
not at his best last season with a
2.48 goals-allowed average and
O• See PREDS, Page 10A

Racers
win MVC
Preview
team title
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
— The Murray State women's
golf team claimed the title of
the Missouri Valley Conference
Preview on Tuesday at Dalhousie Golf Club.
The Racers' 13-shot win was
their second in the fall portion of
the 2016-17 season.
Played at the site of the MVC
Championship next April, the
Racers were one of four teams
outside the MVC invited to play.
Murray State has won back-toback events after they took first
place (Sept. 27) at the Chris
Banister-Classic in Glencoe,Ala.
Led by two all-tournament
lintstittg In Linette Holmslykke
and Moa Folke, the Racers ran
away with the title by playing remarkably consistent golf over 54
holes. MSU posted team scores
of 290-291-290-871 and easily beat out second place UMKC
which had scores of 292-295297-884.
Linette Holmslykke, a sophomore newcomer, nearly pulled
off an individual championship,
falling one shot shy of Wichita
State's Taryn Torgerson. Holmslykke had rounds of 70-7371 — 214, while Torgerson had
scores of 67-74-72-213. UMKC's Cynthia Diaz shared second place with Holmslykke.
The 2015 OVC champion,
Folke finished fifth on scores
of 74-72-73-219, while Anna
Moore placed seventh with
scores of 76-71-74-221. Sydney Trimble finished 11th on
scores of 70-76-77-223 and
Lucila Puente Rodriguez de
Austria placed 28th on scores of
83-75-72-230.
Raeysha Surendran and Jane
Watts played the event as individuals. Surendran finished
third among the solo players
with scores of 85-69-79-233
and she was 38th overall. Watts
). See RACERS, Page 10A

YOUTH FOOTBALL

Pittenger, Stom lift
Lady Lakers to win
Staff Report
PRINCETON — The Callo:way Lady Lakers wrapped up
:the 2016 regular season with a
;3-1 win at Caldwell County on
:Tuesday night.
Reagan Pittenger (37 goals
his season) scored two goals
rand Zoe Stom added another
sally in the 33rd minute as the
Lady Lakers (10-8-1) got their
pOth win of the season for the
%irst time since 2011, when
(Calloway County finished 11A-1.
c• 'The Lady Lakers outshot
;the Lady Tigers 13-7, while
:Hannah Dodd collected five
ilraves in the box for Calloway

T..ounty.

Pittenger scored in the first
:minute off Kirsten Housten's
:12th assist'of the season before
dd./ell County's MacKenzie

Smiley tied the match 1-1 in
the 30th minute.
From there,it was all Calloway County.
Stain stole the lead back for
Calloway County at 2-1 just
before the half.
Pittenger created enough
space in the 70th minute to
give the Lady Lakers some
breathing room with a 3-1 lead
to finish the Lady Tigers in the
final moments.
"We controlled the whole
game and possessed the ball,"
head coach Jeremy Stom said.
"Caldwell's field is so narrow
that they pretty much packed
five players in the back field on
defense."
Calloway County hosts
Mayfield at 5:30 p.m. Monday,
in the quarterfinals of the District 2 lburnament at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex. IN

SPN2 — G

ESP/42 — A
first round, at
SOLE — LR
oionsnip, first

ESPN — NI
Mats

at N 0

Murray State Athletics

By TERESA M. WALKER
Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Nashville Predators remember
well the electricity that flowed
through Music City last spring
when they made the longest
playoff run in franchise history.
Now they want to go even
deeper with the Stanley Cup Finals the target.
"Absolutely," captain Mike
Fisher said. "We feel like we're
a team that's very, very good,
and we're going to contend. We
have a lot of confidence in who
we are as a team and how we
want to play and how we want to
be successful. It's going to take a
lot of work."
The Predators beat Anaheim
in seven games before pushing
San Jose to seven more in the
Western Conference semifinals.
Then general manager David
Poile made a move that stunned
the NHL on June 29, sending
team captain Shea Weber to
Montreal for P.K. Subban in a
swap of standout defensemen.
Poile also traded defenseman Seth Jones for center Ryan
Johansen on Jan. 6, then saw
a chance to give coach Peter
Laviolette more speed in the
:lineup with the deal for Subban.
;Now Laviolette has to make the
;moves work to stretch the Predators' playoff streak to a third
straight season.
Subban isn't shying away
from the big expectations in
Nashville as he works to become familiar with his new
teammates.
"I've never been shy to say I
want to win a Stanley Cup and
the first thing I said when I got
traded is I want to win a Stanley
:Cup here," Subban said. "Mon:treal was interesting. We had the
:opportunity to bring back the
;25th Stanley Cup. But we have

AFI

Photo provided

Calloway County fifth-graders complete undefeated season

The Calloway County fifth grade football team finished its season with a record of 8-0 with a 38-0 win
over Murray
on Thursday. The Laker, outscored opponents 177-13 and had six shutouts in 2016. Members of the team
include
TyOuavlous Barnes, Kott Bazzell, Zachary Bazzell, Timothy Bennett, Riot Boggess, Bryant Bowfin, Alex Brickman,
Bo Broadway, Jonah Butler, Henry Byford, Nicholas Caldwell, Zavion Carman, Caleb Darnell, Bryson Dennis,
Ethan
Dick. Jordan Dowdy, William Tyler Futrell, Teegan Ives, John Morgan Knight, Zachary Lenton, Davidson Matkls,
Trevor
McKnight, Jaxon Moorehead, Dillon Nance, Xavier Outland, Levi Powell, Jay Robertson, Alyea Sasse, Cotton
Smith,
Kameron Starks, Kaylee Stone, Lane Todd. Corbin Wafters, Austin Weatherford, Tate Weatherly and Mack
Whiteside.
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SPORTS ON TV
Today% Games
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m
ESPN2-Georgia Southern at Arkansas St
GOLF
12 a.m.(Timsday
ESPN2-Asia Pacific Amateur Championship,
first round, at Incheon, South Korea
GOLF-LPGA Tour, Fubon LPGA Taiwan Championship, first round. at Taipei, Taiwan
MLB
7 p.m
ESPN -PtWild-Card Game, San F rancisco
at NY Mets
NBA
1:30 p.m
NBA - Preseason, Oklahoma City at FC Barcelona Lassa, at Barcelona. Spain
6 p.m.
NBA- Preseason, Orlando at Cleveland
9 p.m.
NBA- Preseason, Utah at Phoenix
Thursday's Games
AUTO RACING
12-.30 p.m.
NBCSAI-NASCAR,Sprint Cup Series, Bank of
Arnenca 500, practice, at Concern, N.C.
2 p.m.
NBCSN - NAWAS Xfinrty Series, Drwe for
the Cure 300, practice, at Concord, N.C.
4:30 p.m
NBCSN - NASCAR, Xfintty Series, Drive for
the Cure 300,final practice, at Concord, N.C.
6 p.m.
NBCSN-NASCAR,Sprint Cup Series, Bank of
America 500, Qualifying, at Concord. N.C.
12 a.m.(Friday)
NBCSN - Formula One, Japanese Grand Prix,
practice, at Suzuka, Japan
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
II:30 p.m
ESPNU - Norfolk St at North Carolina MT
7 p.m.
CBSSN -W. Kentucky at Louisiana Tech
ESPN -Temple at Memphis
GOLF
6 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Alfred Dunhill
Links Championship, first round, at St Andrews,
Scotland
2 p.m.
GOLF - Web.com Tour Championship, first
round, at Atlantic Beach, Fla.
12 a.m.(Friday)
ESPN2-Asia Pacific Amateur Championship.
second round, at Incheon, Korea
GOLF-LPGA Tour, Fubon LPGA Taiwan Championship, second round, at Taipei, Taiwan
MIS
4 p.m.
TBS -AL Division Series, Game 1. learn TEA
7:30 p.m.
TBS-Al. Dwision Sanas, Game 1, teams TBA
NBA
6 p.m.
NBA -Preseason, Washington at Philadelphia
NFL
725 p.m.
CBS 8 NFL-Arizona at San Francisco
SOCCER
1:30 p.m
FS1 -FIFA World Cup 2018 qualifying, Ireland
vs. Georgia, at Dublin
FS1 - FIFA World Cup 2018 qualifying. Italy

‘11111.1%1%

vs Spain, at TWIN Nary
FS2-RFA Vaortd Cup 2018 querying,Austria
vs Wain, at Vienna
VASA DAS11211Ai1
7
ESF112 - Mardis, =Nina; Alist
-01-5 lanes), Game 5, Phoenix at Alinnuots a
nameeery)
9 oft
ESPN2- Rayon*, Semifinal (ben-of-5 series), Game 5, Chicago at Los Angeles Of neonIan)

PRO BASEBALL
MLA
AMMAN LEAGUIE
East Maim
L
W
a-Boston
93
69
y- Toronto
so
73
y-Baltimore
89
73
New York
84
78
Tampa Bay
94
68
Central Cate=
W
x-Cleveland
67
94
Detroit
75
86
Kansas City
81
81
Chicago
64
713
Mimesota
59 103
West Dhaka
W
x-Texas
67
95
Seattle
86
76
Houston
78
84
Los Angeles
71
88
Oakland
69
93
x-clinched division
y-chnched wild-card
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DIvision
W
L
x- Washington
67
95
y-New York
87
75
Miami
79
82
Philadelphia
71
91
Atlanta
68
93
Central Division
W
L
x -Chicago
103
58
St. Louis
86
76
78
83
Pittsturgh
Milwaukee
73
89
Cincinnati
68
94
West Division
L
W
x-Los Angeles
91
71
y-San FCBDCISCO
87
75
Colorado
75
87
Arizona
69
93
San Diego
68
94
a-clinched &vision
y-clinched wild-card

Pct
574
549
548
519
420

GB
4
4
9
25

Pet m
.564 .534
.500 13%
.481 16%
.364 3Sit
Pot
586
.531
.519
457
426

GB
9
11
21
26

Pet GB
.586 .537
8
.491 15/
1
2
24
.4311
42220½
Pct GB
.640 .531 17%
.464
25
451 30%
.420 35%
Pict
.562
537
.463
428
420

GB
4
16
22
23

MLB PLAYOFFS
WILD CARD
American Lague
Oct. 4 Toronto 5, Barbmore 2(11 innings
National League
Today San Francisco (Bumgarner 15-9) at
New York (Syndergaard 14-9), 7:09 pm (ESPR)
DIVISION SERIES
(Best-of-5; x 41 necessary)
American League
Texas as. Toronto
Thursday Toronto at Texas, 3:38 p.m.(TBS)
Friday Toronto at Texas, 12:08 p.m.(TBS)
Sunday Texas at Toronto, 6:38 p.m.(TBS)
x-Monday: Texas at Toronto,TI3A
x-Oct 12: Toronto at Texas, TEA
Cleveland m Boron
Thursday: Boston (Porcelio 22-4) at Cleveland
(Bauer 12-8), 7:08 p.m.(TBS)
Friday: Boston (Prlift 17-9) at Cleveland (tauter 18-9), 3:38 p.m (1M)
Sunday: Cleveland (Tomlin 13-9) at Boston,
408 p.m.(TBS)
a-Monday Cleveland at Boston, TEA (TBS)
x-Oct. 12: Boston at Cleveland, TEA(TBS)
Nabonal League
Chicago as. San Francisco-New York winner

Fraley Sol hinciK0416111 nOtli winner at Chi6:15 p.m111951)
. Su Fmacisco-Pleve nut winner at
CkliTegs7611
Frarcisco-New York
Pii1 w
a-lberbp: akago at San Francine-lam
Wirt
IFS1 I
it Saa Firei.asiu-almi tort VAIVIIR at
Cream 111A E1)W
Niseigagen es. Lae
Fridaric=isies Rerstorrris
41 liar020-71 438 p.m.(F51)
"
tedist Los Anemias 0111 12-5) at
ss 3411 p.m 9)51)
Monday lalsaleriglion at LDS Ampere (Ilescla
16-101,11A (FS1 or MLB)
x-lutaalsrf Vlantinalah at Las AnD9144 TEA
011L
11 Los Angeles at Washington, TEA
(F51)
LEAGUE CIVAIPIONDOP SERIES
(liset-e1-7; 141 necessary)
Merle= teepee
Oct. 14: Unie 1
Oct 15:lialle 2
Oat. 17: Goa 3
Oct
Saw 4
a-Oct 1R Gem 5(TBS)
ii-Oet. 21: Gams6(TBS)
s-Oct. 72 Gros 7(MS)
Nallisai Lamas
Oct. 15: Game 1 (Pa or FS1)
Oct 18: Germ 2(Fox or FS1)
Oct. 18: Game 3(Re or FS1)
Oct 19: Game 4(Fox or FS1)
x-Oct. 212 Game 5(Fox or FS1)
x-Oct. 22 Gene 6(Fox or FS1)
x-Oct. 23: Game =orals

s-Oct

Reat-el-T, x-II necessary)
Al grass leleviesd by Fox
Oct 25: Pt at AL
Oct 26.: NI. at M.
Oct 28: AL at IL
Oct. 29:Al.at NI.
x-Oct 3tk iaL at 111.
s-Nortl:PtEAL
x4lot 2 NI. at Al

PRO FOOTBALL
AR
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W I T
Pet
New England
3 1 0 .750
Buffalo
2 2 0 .500
KY. Jets
1 3 0 250
Miami
1 3 0 .250
North
Pet
W I. T
Pittsburgh
3 1 0 .750
Baltimore
3 1 0 .750
Doormat
2 2 0 .500
Cleveland
0 4 0 .000
South
W IT
Pet
Houston
3 1 0 .750
Jacksonville
1 3 0 250
Indianapolis
1 3 0 .250
Tennessee
1 3 0 250
Weat
W IT
Pot
Denver
4 0 0 1.000
Oakland
3 1 0 .750
Kansas City
2 2 0 .500
San Diego
1 3 0 .250
11021011Al CONFBIBICE
East
W L T
Pet
Philadelphia
3 0 0 1.000
Dallas
3 1 0 .750
Washington
2 2 0 .500
N.Y. Giants
2 2 0 .500
Nora
W IT
Pct
Minnesota
4 0 0 1.000
Green Bay
2 1 0 .667
Chicago
1 3 0 .250
Detroit
1 3 0 .250
South
W IT
Pet
Atlanta
3 1 0 .750
Tampa Bay
1 3 0 .250
Carolina
I 3 0 .250
New Orleans
1 3 0 .250
West
W IT
Pet
Los Angeles
3 I 0 .750
Sada
3 1 0 .750
San Francisco
1 3 0 .250
Anzona
1 3 0 .250
WEBC 5
Thunders Game
Arizona at San Francisco, 7:25 p.m.
Sunday's Results
N.Y. Jets at Ptttsburgh, 12 p.m.
New England at Cleveland, 12 p.m.
Tennessee at Miami, 12 p.m.
Houston at Minnesota, 12 Pm.
Washington at Baltimore, 12 p.m.
Chicago at Indianapolis, 12 p.m.

PF
09

PA

73
111
108 125
62 84
PP PA
111 64
108 106
83 92
121 106
PP PA
92 27
101 77
99 112
73 as
PP PA
88 50
75 87
62 97
95 102
PP
152
77
109
114

PA
124
128
118
130

Pf PA
63 76
79 54
90 107
92 80

AP TOPS SOMA"
Fifty's Grim
No 3 Clemson at Boron Cram 6:30
No. 19 Boise Nor at lira timico,8 p.m.
ladry's Gems
Mel Alarm at Pitt 18 Arkansas,6 PrlNo. 2 Ohio Sea a Indira,230 p.m
No. 4 Michigan at Rages,6 p.m
No 5 Wastinglon it Oregon,6:30 p.m.
Ilo. 6 Houton at Nevy,2 p.m
No 8 Team WA vs. No. 9 T41111481•11, 230 p.m
Na 10 Alliwri vs. No. 23 Florida Salo 7 pm.
No. 15 Stanton vs. Washinglion Rata B.313 Pre.
No. 17 N. Carolina vs. No. 25 Va. Tech, 230 p.m.
No 18 Rorke vs. LSO, 11 an
No. 20 °taboret vs. Tens at Dal.11 am
No. 21 Colorado at Southern Cal, 3 p.m.
No. 24 Ulan vi. Artzons,9Pm
STANDINGS
ARANT1C COAST
Adarlic
Cookruce
Overall
W L PP PAW 1 PP PA
Clemson
2 0 55 43 5 0 176 80
NC Stale
1 0 33 16 3 1 100 85
Louisville
2 1 161 90 4 1 no 132
Mils Fora& 1 1 40 47 4 1 118 99
*KUM
0125 62 2 3 145 188
Boston Coll. 0 2 14 66 3 2 117 86
Florida St
0 2 55 100 3 2 207 177
Mari
Crisham*
Overall
W I. PP PA WI PP PA
N. Carolina 2 0 74 71 4 1 202 155
Miami
1 0 35 21 4 0 188 44
Virginia Tech 1 0 49 0 3 1 163 75
1 0 34 20 2 3 139 149
Wird*
Georgia Tech 1 2 45 75 3 2 118 92
Pittsburgh
0 1 36 37 3 2 187 155
Nike
0 2 34 58 2 3 134 123
Fiday's Gras
Clemson at Boron College,8:30 pm.
Saturday's Gram
Notre Dame at NC State, TEM
Florida St at Miami,IBA
Virginia Tech at North Caroline, MA
Georgia tea at Pittsburgh, 11.30 am.
Army at Duke, 230 p.m.
Syracuse at Wake
soun
:
Fors A
,
East Ohislon
Conlerace
Nerd
L PP PAW 1 PP PA
Tennessee
0 72 59 5 0 165 115
1 86 51 4 1 142 58
Rorida
Georgia
2 73 106 3 2 132 154
2 30 89 2 3 177 175
Kanbicky
S. Carolina
3 50 78 2 3 70 93
2 34 70 2 3 175 117
Missouri
Vanderbilt
2 16 26 2 3 101 118
West Division
Coaloreice
Overall
W I PP PAW 1 Pt PA
3 0 98 53 5 0 196 77
Texas AAN
Alabama
2 0 82 49 5 0 220 65
2 1 78 45 3 2 126 74
LSU
Auburn
1 1 34 42 3 2 156 82
Mississippi 1 1 88 62 3 2 208 148
lass. State 1 1 47 37 2 2 114 93
Arkansas
0 1 24 45 4 1 180 116
Saturdays Games
AMU= at Arkansas, TEA
Tennessee at Texas A&M,TEA
LSO at Ronda, 11 am.
Auburn at Mississippi 51, 11 am.
Vanderbilt at Kentucky,3 p.m.
Georgia at South Carolina, 6:30 p.m.
CONFERENCE USA
East Division
Cairene*
Aural
W L PP PAW L PP PA
Middle Tenn. 2 0 68 47 4 1 188 115
Old Dominion 2 0 85 36 2 2 114 118
VI. Kentucky 1 0 46 14 3 2 167 110
RU
1 0 33 31 1 4 87 180
Marshall
00 0 0 1 3 155 167
0 1 17 52 1 4 117 221
Charlotte
0 1 31 33 1 4 113 195
FAU
West Division
Corderencs
Overall
W L PP PAW L PP PA
S. Mississippi 2 0 78 35 4 1 209 107
1 1 62 45 2 3 180 149
La. Tech
North Texas 1 1 55 65 2 3 117 151
0 1 19 33 1 3 87 101
UTSA
0 2 14 62 1 4 73 191
UTEP
Rice
0 3 77 132 0 5 101 201
Thunders Gans
W. Kentucky at Louisiana Tech, 7 p.m.
Saturday% Games
Southern Miss. at UTSA, 11 am.
Charlotte at FAU, 2:30 p.m.
W
2
2
I
1
1
0
0

PRO BASKETBALL
WINIA Rayons
First Round
Muer 81141111061
Sept 21 Results
Phoenix 89, Indiana 78
Atlanta 94. Seattle IN
Secird hewN
Mem advseces
Sept 24 flamat
Rimini" 101, New York 94
Sept 25 Result
Chicago 106, Atlanta 96
Thin Round
(tlest-oi-5)
(x-11 necessary)
niasso4.3,Phoenix 0
Sept. 28: lamesota 113, Phoenix 95
Sept. 30'. Minnesota 96,Phoenix 86
Oct liemesota 82,Phoenix 67
Las Mules 3,Chicago 1
Sept. 28: Los Angeles 95, Qacago 75
Sept. 311 Los Angeles 99,Plow U
Oct Chicago 70, Los Angeles 06
Oct. 4: Los Angie,95, Chicago 75
Flask
Eller5-s(-8)
limnesets vi. Las Mgrs.
Sundry: Los Angeles at Minnesota,2 p.m.
A.111141,f. Los Angeles at Minnesota,7 p.m.
Oct. 14: Minnesota at Los Angeles, TED
x-Oct. 16: Mimosas at Los Angeles 7:30 p.m.
x-Oct 20: Los Moles at Ahrineeota, 7 p.m
NIA PRESEASON
EASTERN CONFERINIX
Alma Mika
W
I
Pet GB
Philadelphia
1
0 1.000
Toronto
I
1
.500
Y2
Brooklyn
0
0 .000
Y2
Boston
0
1
1
.000
New York
0
1
.000
1
Soulbeast Warm
W
L
Pct ss
Miami
1
0 1.000
Atlanta
0
0 .000
Charlotte
.000
0
1
Orlando
0
1
.000
Washington
.000
0
1
MOW Widen
Id GS
Indiana
1
0 1.000 Milwauluie
1
0 1.000 Cleveland
0
0 .000
/
1
2
Detroit
0
0 .003
/
1
2
Chicago
1
1 .000
0
WESTERN CONFERBICE
Southwest Diviskin
W
L
Pct 08
1
Houston
0 1.000
1
0 1.003 Memphis
1
1
Dallas
.500
Y2
1
New Orleans
1
.500
/
1
2
San Antonio
1
1
000
0
Northwest Division
W
I
Pct GB
Denver
1
0 1.000
Portland
1
0 1.000
Minnesota
.000
0
1,2
0
Oklahoma City
0
14
0
000
Utah
0
1
1
000
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct GB
Phoenix
1
0 1.000
L.A. Clippers
0
0 .000
14
LA Lakers
0
Y2
0 .000
Sacramento
0
0
.000
V:
.000
Golden Slate
0
1
1
Tuesdays Results
Miami 106, Washington 95
Philadelphia 92, Boston 89
Houston 130, New York 103
Indiana 113, New Orleans 96
Sacramento at LA Laken, late
LA Dippers at Golden State, late
Today's Games
Oklahoma City at FC Barcelona, 1.30 p.m
Orlando at Cleveland,6 p.m.
Utah at Phoenix,9 p.m.
Toronto at L.A. Clippers, 9:30 p.m.
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111111b
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1oto provided

over Murray
Dam Include
x Brickman,
inn's, Ethan
etkls, Trevor
ofton Smith,
Whiteside.

PP PA
106 80
84 72
78 82
74 115

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Wins at Old Dosalrase, 5 P-Al
Merrill at Neill Tema 6 p.m
Mat UTEP 7 pm
0900 VALLFf
Csalsraris
044111111
II PP PAW L PP PA
SE Missouri 2 0 39 30 2 3 101 122
Tamen St 1 0 34 30 4 0 149 80
Tem. Tido
2 1 97 81 2 3 131 136
E. Micas
1 1 70 56 3 2 136 132
1 1 74 57 2 3 201 132
UT Mann
Murray St
1 1 61 34 1 4 103 164
No Se.
0 0 0 0 3 1 119 91
E. Kentucky 0 1 33 33 1 3 117 133
Man Pea 0 3 59 142 0 4 75 199
Seharday's Gime
Tennimase Tech at Jacksonville St, 1 p.m.
Alain Pay at UT Marlin, 2 p.m
SE Missouri at E Kentucky, 5 p.m
Tennasse St at E. Miaow 6 p.m

•IAN
WI"-!

ndran and Jane
e event as inadran finished
a solo players
85-69-79-233
overall. Watts

eason

Pf PA
81 61
87 86
70 106
71 se

Prisairra at 089*12 PIA
Nana at Denver, ROB p.m
Claciansilat DOM
Sri Diego al Ordril1.1011 pat
IhAllo at Las*auk& RSgal
N.Y. Rants at Gram Eig,720 pm.
Waders lierwe
Tampa Bay at Carolina. 730 pis

1400 North 12th Street• Murray, KY
taylorramtrucks.com • xpofmurray.com

Murray, Kentucky
Murray Expo Center
Friday: 9AM - 7PM
Saturday: SAM - 5PM
$125 Adoption Fee
blni.gou
888-274-2133
866-468-7826

Thiarlsre Games
Chicago at weans.6 p.m
Vilailtinalon at Plisdelgra.6 p.m
Boman at Charielle,5:30 p.m
Delta at lsisIJi 130 pat
Aiwa at Msd.,7 p.m.
Secreenerito at GolO. Sark 9:30 pm

PRO HOCKEY
Mt PIRESEA8011
EASIBIN CONIRSIBICE
M9_es
W
L OT Pa
Moaner
3 1
2
8
Dane
3 1
1
7
Bulimia
3 2 0
6
Mars
2 1
2
6
Boston
2 2 1
5
Toronto
2 1
1
5
Tamps Bay
4
2 2 0
Ronda
1
3 1
4
aleticesetan Oistien
W I OT Pd
Philadelphia
3 2 1
Pittsburgh
3 1 0
Coiurnbus
3 3 0
New Jena
3 3 0
• Islanders
3 3 0
MYiNogers
2 2 1
Washington
2 1 1
Carolina
2 2 1
MIMI CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
01 Pd
Coiorado
400
0
8
Winnipeg
4 1 0
8
St Louts
7
3 2 1
Dallas
3 2 0
6
Plashinile
2 2 1
6
Minnesota
4
2 3 0
Chicago
4
2 3 0
PadlIc Division
W L OT Pd
A1120(111
41 1
9
Edmonton
4 2 0
8
San Jose
3 0 0
6
LO6 Angeles
3 3 0
6
4
2 3 0
Ulcer/
Vancouver
4
1 2 2
Anaheim
0 4 1
1
Ttiseday's Results
Buffalo 2, Carolina 0
N.Y. Islanders 3, N.Y. Rangers 2, OT
Montreal 4, Boston 3
Columbus 3, Nashville 2, 01
Dallas 2, Ronda 1 SO
Chicago 6, Detroit 1
Colorado 2, Minnesota 0
Ednuirtun 2, Anaheim 1
Toronto vs. Ottawa, late
Today's Games
N.Y Islanders at New Jersey,6 p.m.
Detroit at Pittsburgh 6 p.m.
Buffalo vs. Carolina,6 p.m.
Washington vs. St Louis, 7 p.m.
Colorado at Dallas. 730 pm
Arizona at Calgary, 8 p.m.
Anaheim at San Jose, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Boston at Columbus.6 p.m
Philadelphia at N Y Rangers,6 p m
Tampa Bay at Florida, 6 30 p m
Toronto at Montreal,630 p.m
Winnipeg at Edmonton,8 p m
Calgary at Vancouver, 9 p m

GF
19
17
8
16
12
14
9
7

GA
17
14
12
16
16
10
8
9

GF
13
7
12
14
13
17
7
7

GA
12
4
20
15
16
15
9
10

13
17
18
10
11
7
13

GA
4
7
13
11
14
12
10

GE
19
15
9
17
8
12
5

GA
15
16
15
11
15
14

SPORTS HISTORY
OCTOBER 5
1985 - Eddie Robinson becomes college
football's winnmgest coach as Grambiing beats
Prairie View MM 27-7 it's Robinson's 324th career victory, one more than Paul "Bear Bryant
had before he retired from Alabama after the
1982 season.
1991 - Fresno State ties an NCAA record for
most points in a quarter. with 49 in the second
pehod as it pounds New Mexico 94-17 Fresno
State's Derek Mahoney ties an PiCAA record with
13 extra points.
1994 - The NBA shortens the 3-point distance to a uniform 22 feet
2001 - Barry Bonds sets a new mark for
home runs in a single season, hitting Nos. 71
and 72, but San Francisco is eliminated from the
playoffs with an 11-10 loss to the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
2001 - The Mariners win their 115th genre
of the year to become the winningest team in
American League history, passing the record the
Yankees set three years earlier.
2013 - Wladimir Klitschko retains his WBA
and 1BF heavyweight titles. unanimously outpointing previously undefeated Alexander Powetkin.
2015- San Jose Sharks forward Ralf Tortes
is hit with the longest suspension in NHL history when the league banned him for the first 41
games of the season for an illegal check to the
head of Anaheim's Jakob Silfverberg dunng arm
Oct 3 preseason game.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE WILD-CARD GAME:TORONTO 5, BALTIMORE 2(11 INNINGS)

Encarnacion's home run
sends Blue Jays to AIDS
Associated Press
TORONTO — Edwin Encarnacion
hit a three-run homer in the Ilth inning
off Ubaldo Jimenez, and Toronto Blue
Jays beat the Baltimore Orioles 5-2 in
Tuesday night's AL wild card game to
advance to a Division Series matchup
against Texas.
Jimenez relieved Brian Duensing
with one out in the 11th, and Devon
Travis singled in a 1-1 pitch. Reigning
AL MVP Josh Donaldson singled on
the next pitch, and Travis went all the
way to third as left fielder Nolan Reimold bobbled the ball.
Encarnacion sent the following
pitch. a 91 mph fastball, soaring into
the second deck in left. Encarnacion
immediately knew it was gone and
raised both arms in triumph, index fingers pointed skyward.
Francisco Liriano retired five
straight batters on four groundouts and
a strikeout for the win after closer Roberto Osuna left with an injury.
Orioles closer Zach Britton, who
was perfect in 47 save chances during
the regular season, never got in the
game.
"Nobody has been pitching better
for us than Ubaldo," Baltimore manager Buck Showalter said. "It didn't work
out."
Toronto opens the Division Series
at Texas on Thursday. Last year, the
Blue Jays beat the Rangers in fivegame Division Series, sparked by Jose
Bautista's memorable bat flip following
a tiebreaking, three-run homer in the
seventh inning of Game 5. The teams
brawled in May this year when Bautista
was punched in the face by Rangers infielder Rougned Odor following a play
at second base.
The roof was open at Rogers Centre,
formerly SkyDome, where all 24 previous postseason games had been played
with it closed.
Jose Bautista led off the second
against Chris Tillman with his fifth
postseason homer. Mark Trumbo, who
led the major leagues with 47 home
runs, gave Baltimore a 2-1 lead in the
fourth with a two-run homer off Marcus
Stroman.
Ezequiel Carrera's RBI single
chased Tillman in the fifth.

•RACERS
From PSQS BA
placed 50th overall with scores of
75-79-85-239.
The rest of the field included
Wichita State (897), Arkansas State
(902) and Southern Illinois (907)
making up the top-5. Bradley (909),
Austin Peay (915), Indiana State
(927), Winois State (928) and Missouri State(930)finished out the top10. Drake (952), Evansville (965),
Loyola (971) and Northern Iowa
(984).
Dalhousie played to a par-72 and
6,214 yards.
The Racers will look for a thirdstraight win (Oct. 10-11) when they
travel to Hattiesburg, Mississippi, to
take part in the Southern Miss Lady
Eagle Invitational at Hattiesburg
Country Club.

MEN'S GOLF
Knight leads Murray State
at Skyhawk Classic

AP Photo
Toronto's Edwin Encarnacion celebrates after hitting a walk-off three-run home run against Baltimore
during the 11th inning of an American League Wild-Card Game on Tuesday in Toronto.
When Toronto pinch-hitter Melvin
Upton Jr. flied out to the warning track
in left field to end the seventh. Orioles
outfielder Hyun Soo Kim was nearly
struck by a can that was thrown from
the stands. Center fielder Adam Jones
angrily gestured toward the seats, and
Showalter came out to register his displeasure with the umpires.
Blue Jays fans tossed bottles and debris on the field during game 5 against

Texas last year, upset at the call that let
Odor score from third after catcher Russell Martin's throw back to the mound
deflected off Shin Soo Choo's bat.

For Starters
Stroman allowed two runs and four
hits in six innings, struck out six and
walked none. Tillman gave up two runs
and four hits in 4 1/3 innings.

Extra! Extra!
This was the second extra-inning
wild card game. Kansas City rallied to
beat Oakland 9-8 in 12 innings in 2014.

Robbie
Hall of Earner Roberto Alomar, who
starred for the Blue Jays and Orioles,
threw out the ceremonial first pitch.•

BUCHANAN, Tenn. — Austin
Knight played himself into a spot
on the Skyhawk Classic All-Tournament Team after he fired rounds of
71-71-74-216 as the Murray State
men's golf team placed fourth in the
event hosted by UT Martin at Paris
Landing State Park Golf Course.
Avery Edwards posted a fourth
place finish for the Racers with
scores of 72-75-72-219, while Matthew Winder placed 19th on scores
of 70-77-75-222. Matthew Zakutney had scores of 75-76-75-224
which was good for a spot in 26th
place. Gabe Wheeler posted scores
of 71-76-77-224,but his first round
score was disqualified.
The Racers posted scores of 287298-295-880 to finish fourth in
the field of 11 teams. Murray State
trailed winner UT Martin at 860.
John A. Logan (866) placed second
and Incarnate Word (874) placed
third. The rest of the field included:
Alabama State (882), Austin Peay
(885), Alcorn State (903),Tennessee
State (904), Union(TN)(911), Bethel(TN)(921)and Rend Lake (945).
Murray State's Lance Davis
placed second among the 12 solo
players in the field with scores of 7775-71-223. Other MSU finishes included Justin Wendling in 37th place
with scores of 73-77-78-228, while
Daniel Taylor placed 39th on scores
of 81-76-72 — 229. He shared 39th
place with Cole Manion who had
scores of 76-76-77-229.
Paris Landing played a distance of
6,685 yards and to a par-72.
The Racers' next event is the Austin Peay Intercollegiate (Oct. 17-18)
at Greystone Golf Club in Dickson,
Tenn. MI

Submit your Murray State homecoming photos
Karlsson sends Jackets
from years past for our annual MSU
past Predators in OT
Homecoming publication.

NHL PRESEASON: COLUMBUS 3, NASHVILLE 2, OT

Associated Press

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — William Karlsson scored 1:17 into
overtime to give the Columbus
Blue Jackets to a 3-2 victory
over the Predators.
Oliver Bjorkstrand and Zach
Werenski scored for Columbus,
and to give the Blue Jackets a
two-goal lead about 12 minutes
into the second period.
P.K. Subban's second goal of

PREDS
From Page 8A
a .908 save percentage over 66
games. In the playoffs he ranked
fourth in time on ice yet had a
goals-against average of 2.63.

the season, on the power play
with just more than a minute
left in the middle period, got the
Predators on the scoreboard.
Viktor Arvidsson's wraparound tied it with about 7 1/2
minutes left in regulation.
Anton Forsberg stopped all
21 shots he faced over the first
30 1/2 minutes for Columbus.
Pekka Rinne finished with 20
saves for the Predators.•

'
• IA

4 111.1:

The Predators did their best to
help Rinne last year, allowing
the fewest shots on goal (27.3)
per game. Rinne played in the
World Cup of Hockey for Finland to work himself into shape
for the regular season. II
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'Bird' Averitt

William "Bird" Averitt of Kentucky before they flew me out to visit," he
probably won't be remem- said. "Heck, I had only been to Louisville when
bered as one of the all-time we played in the state tournament and then again
great basketball players in for the Kentucky-Indiana All-Star game."
Kentucky, but that's not to
Averitt blossomed at Pepperdine, a basketball
say he wasn't.
school whose coaching staff also included Sonny
Today, at 63, he lives in Smith, who later coached some great teams at AuHopkinsville, occasionally burn.
attending a local basketball
Before he was finished at Pepperdine, Averitt
game between his old Hop- led the nation in scoring in 1973 with a 33.9 avteam and crosstown ri- erage. But like the Kentucky colleges before, the
Out & About town
val Christian County.
NBA passed on him, and he was signed by the
... Kentucky
Nicknamed "Bird" not ABA San Antonio Spurs for the 1973-74 season.
because of his soaring abilThe next year, Hubie Brown was hired by John
Style
ity but because of his slight Y. and Ellie Brown to coach the ABA team they
By Gary P.
build as a youth, many col- owned, the Kentucky Colonels. One of the first
leges in Kentucky failed to things he did was acquire Averitt and bring him
West
recruit the dazzling 6-foot-2 back to Kentucky to play basketball.
Syndicated
left-hander. Little attention
Columnist
"The team came up short (in winning the ABA
was paid when Fred Overton, title) all those years before I got there," Averitt
an assistant coach at Pepper- said."And then, we won it in 1975."
dine University in Malibu, California, slipped in
Averitt was correct. In the years before, the
and took him west.
Colonels had the likes of Louie Dampier, Darel
Actually. Overton didn't have to slip in. Averitt Carrier, Goose Ligon, Artis Gilmore, Dan Issel,
was there for every coach in Kentucky to see, and Cincy Powell,Ted McClain, Walt Simon and Wil
had been for a couple of years.
Jones, just to name a few, and had not won the
"I was from Crofton, not far from Hopkins- ABA championship.
ville, and was home over the holidays," Overton
"It was great that we could win it not only for
recalled. "I went over to one of those Christmas ourselves, but for Louisville and Kentucky as
tournaments they had back then. I think Bird well," he offered.
scored over 50 that night against Madisonville. I
"Hubie was a great coach, but we had our difwas blown away at how good he was and that no ferences now and then. I wasn't the most discione was recruiting him. We flew him out to Pep- plined player in the world back then. I was sort
perdine, and he signed with us in March."
of a jokester, always cutting up and laughing, and
Overton, who later became the head coach at Coach didn't always like that - but I loved him
Murray State in 1974, realized quickly that Aver- as a coach. We had the same goal, and that was
itt was far better than he envisioned. Pepperdine to win."
head coach Gary Coleson was all smiles when,
Averitt did, indeed, do his part. Playing with
as a freshman, Averitt rang up 44 and 43 points, several future Hall of Famers, he exploded for
respectively, in two games against a UCLA fresh- several big games with 30,34,36 and 40 points as
man team that included Bill Walton and Keith well as double-digit assist games.
Wilkes.
Former Colonel trainer Lloyd "Pinky" Gardner
College coaches - not just in Kentucky, but saw it up close.
across the nation - were now wondering how they
"His style was more irritating to opponents
had missed out.
than a gnat, weaving and bobbing, shuffling his
As a high school junior. Averitt had made third- feet faster than a hummingbird flaps its wings with
team all-state, and then, as a senior, moved up to a driving lay up here, a jumper there and all of
the second team while making the Kentucky All- those assists," he said.
Stars in its annual series against Indiana.
"There's not enough adjectives to describe Bird
"Actually, the only school in Kentucky that Averitt's love of the game, his willingness to help
recruited me at all was Kentucky State," Averitt his team win or his determination to not quit. Let
said. "I rode the bus from Hopkinsville to Frank- me make one thing perfectly clear: He played hard
fort. I had stops and layovers in between. It took all the time. In practice, he soaked two sweatsuits.
forever, and when I got to Frankfort, the bus sta- In games,I put two towels on the sideline near the
tion was closed. No one was there to meet me,so bench. One was wet so the players could wipe the
I walked to campus."
bottom of their shoes,the other was so Bird could
With recruiting like this, it was easy to see why throw up in on his way down the floor. That's how
Averitt was overly impressed with his trip to Mal- hard he played."
ibu.
When John Y. Brown shut the Colonels down
"Pepperdine was great. I had never been out following the 1975-76 season, the NBA Buffalo

Braves selected Averitt through the dispersal draft
for the sum of $125,000.
When Bird left basketball in 1978 and moved
back to Hopkinsville, the money he was owed
from John Y. through the Colonels and Buffalo
Braves, in an odd sort of way,ended up in the lap
of the Boston Celtics.Though Averitt never played
a game for the Celtics, John Y. had made his contract part of the deal he made when he swapped his
Buffalo team he then owned for the Celtics. But
when Brown departed Boston later, he also left
Averitt's deferred cash contract with them.
Averitt's deal called for him to collect $1.500
every two weeks from the time he was waived out
of the NBA in 1978 until he turned 53 years of age
in 2006.
John Y. Brown's ability to make deals turned
out very good for Averitt. Over those 28 years,
and never playing a game in Boston, he received
right at a million dollars of mailbox money from
the Celtics. By today's standards, it would be considered chump change. but considering that most
of the money was paid out in the '80s and '90s, it
was a good payday for Averitt.
A car accident in 1995 left Bird partially disabled. A broken neck that required a steel plate
and a severely injured right arm keeps him somewhat confined in his Hopkinsville home, not far
from where he grew up.
Get up, get out and get going! Gary P. West can
be reached at west1488@twc.com.

William "Bird" Averitt

Photo provided
The 1975 ABA world champion Kentucky Colonels, from left (front row) William "Bird"
Averitt, Gene Littles, assistant coach Stan Albeck, owner Ellie Brown, head coach Hubie Brown, Louie Dampier, Ted McClain,(back row) assistant general manager David
Vance, Ron Thomas, WV Jones, Jim Bradley, Artis Gilmore, Dan lase', Mary Roberts,
trainer Lloyd Gardner and general manager Gene Rhodes.
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A hearing test is the first step to
reconnecting with your loved ones.

Did you know that 1 in every 1051 Americans has hearing loss?
If you've delayed getting your hearing checked, now is an ideal
time to take advantage of our limited time offer. We'll perform a
FREE electronic hearing check-up and video ear canal inspection
to determine if today's digital hearing aids can help.

During this event we will offer:
• Free comprehensive exams including testing,
evaluation,fitting and consultations
• Free hearing aid technology demonstrations
• Free hearing aid cleaning and tune-up

Call (270)908-4181 today for an appointment!

• Free in-house repair for all brands and models

otRY04,

Introducing Audibel

Audibel Hearing Center

Don't miss out on what your family is saying anymore!
At Audibel Hearing Center we provide a wide variety of
hearing aid options to meet every patient's budgetary and
lifestyle needs.

130 Brett Chase,Ste. B • Paducah, KY 42003
1210 Johnson Blvd., Unit #1 • Murray, KY 42071

(270)908-4181
www.AudibelHearingPaducah.com

4Its'W_ST

RICE

AUDIBEL.
American Hearing Excellence.

NEW A4" hearing aids are designed to help yo:
V Experience comfortable sound and conversation
in every environment
Seamlessly tranaiWn m all environments for your
active life
I Enjoy hearing phone conversations d'art,/
Enjoy4nusic with fuN, rich sound quality and clarity
www.AudibelHearingPaducah.com

Completely-In-Canal

AUDIBEL.1

I

POWSIIIID SY

Starkey Heanng Technologies--

L

Only $995

r

$1,000 OFF

an Audibel A4's hearing aid system

Exp. 10/14/16

Exp. 10/14/16

"It's like a miracle to me! I hear words that I
haven't heard in years. The birds singing... and I
can now hear my wife!"
—John W., Eddyville, KY
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ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made

HOPKINSVILLE Real
Estate 96 hour night
licensing class Now
Registenng
$960
Text/Call
270-2230789.
deloiseadams@ yahoo.
corn
The publisher maintains the right to remict or edit any
submitted matter

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER SALES
The Master Commissioner will offer for sale on or
about the hour of 10:00 a.m. Thursday, October 20,
2016, at public auction to the highest bidder at the
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, the following described properties. For complete legal description and source of
title see the Judgment and Order of Sale in each
case.
At the time of sale the successful bidder shall
either pay full cash or make a deposit of ten percent
i10%) of the purchase price with the balance on credit for thirty (30) days. If the purchase price is not
paid in full, the successful bidder shall execute a
bond at the time of sale with sufficient surety
approved by the master commissioner prior to the
sale to secure the unpaid balance of the purchase
price. The bond shall bear interest at the rate of
twelve percent(12%) per annum from the date of
sale until paid. In the event the successful bidder is
the plaintiff, then in lieu of the deposit the plaintiff
shall be allowed to bid on credit up to the judgment
amount.
The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorem
taxes due in the year of sale. If applicable, the property will be sold subject to the statutory right of
redemption. The sale may be canceled and any
announcements made at the sale take precedence
over printed matter contained herein. The successful
bidder has 10 days after the sale to examine title
and file exceptions, if appropriate. The Master
Commissioner does not have access to the inside of
any property and does not warrant title.
This the 22nd day of September, 2016.
GERALD BELL
MASTER COMMISSIONER
213 South 12th Street, P.O. Box 1075
MURRAY, KY 42071
270-753-1694
Case No. 16-CI-00238
Plaintiff: Crescent Mortgage Company
Defendant: Chad M. Feagin, et al
Judgment Amount: $159,382.25
Property Address. 658 Old Hickory Road, Kirksey,
KY
42054
PVA Parcel No 029-0-0006-E
Case No. 16-CI-00134
Plaintiff Crescent Mortgage Company
Defendant: Hugh E. Travis
Judgment Amount: $42,358.92
Property Address: 458 McCuiston Drive, Murray, KY
PVA Parcel No. 071-0-0031-A
Case No. 14-CI-00399
Plaintiff: Vanderbilt Mortgage and Finance. Inc
Defendant: Jody Gibbs, et al
Judgment Amount: $144,953.50
Property Address: 285 Whitlow Lane, Admo, KY and
2009 Clayton manufactured home which has been
converted to real estate
PVA Parcel No, 047-0-0099-A
Case No. 14-CI-00400
Plaintiff: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A
Defendant: Timothy D. Davenport, et al
Judgment Amount: $96,496.92
Property Addreas. 9771 State Route 94 West,
Murray, KY
PVA Parcel No, 006-0-0025-A

Sultiscribe Wain,
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.rnurrsayledger.corn!

Local Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo

$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

Rest of KY
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

Out of State
3 mo.

6 mo.
12 mo.

$85.00
$110.00
$160.00
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PENNY
PUMPKIN PATCH
Airport Rd.
Follow Signs, Same
Location as Always!
Pumpkins ALL sizes
J Gingles
270-7S3-8132
Like us on facebook 0
facebook.com/
pennypumpkinpatch
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wonted
CRACKER Barrel hir
ing grill cooks, servers
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
jobs.crackertarrel.com
Benefits after 30 days

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayleclgercom,
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the tohnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
HELP wanted. Retail
sales. Fast pace environment. Apply in person at Paint Plus
Floonng. Must be good
with color coordinating
& decorating.
JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
Kitchen
Manager/
Executive Chefs. Apply
between the hours of 24PM. or vist us online
at cravejasmine.com
JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early mornings, and
daytime
positions.
Jewelry positions for
days and nights and
early morning custodial
work.
270-759-1400.

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

SAFETY / HR MANAGER

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

Cutting Specialists, Inc, an ISO
9001:2008 certified supplier of heat
treated steel products used in the lawn
and garden, agricultural, and other
industries, is seeking an energetic, detail
oriented Safety / FIR Manager to take
safety, regulatory compliance and Human
Resource programs to t the next level.

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

The successful candidate will have a BS
in Safety Engineering or related field and
/or 2 to 7 years of industry experience,
complying with local, state and federal
requirements, in areas such as storm
water runoff and TOSHA compliance.
This person will also be maintaining
related records, will assist in the
screening of new job applicants, issue
corrective actions notices, hold regular
safety meetings, and continually improve
the overall safety environment in a fiscally
responsible manner.
We are and EOE company.

CAMP

SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
0,.•.ned Operated by The McClure s
270-753-9224

-Glass
Lawn iv
1983 I

- Alui
New
Light Fl:
plies-Na
Fumitun
Tat
Lava
-4'Rc
Rails
Old To'

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

I 94 East
I Sip I

Fl

Mattccw
iisc. Prv-Arrangerner

Specialiet & Funeral Direct,

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

a•

AUSTR,
Sol
All type
Bent(
270-71

Qualified candidates should send their
resume and salary requirements to :
Cutting Specialist, Inc
25570 Hwy. 22 N
McKenzie, TN 38201
Attn: Bob Denison
Fax 731-3525944
Or bob.denison0supertuf.com

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916
060
Nstp Waned

320
Aperenents For Rent

Wooded
lot in es
Murray r
hc
270-97
270-75

Mamas Ledg
Housing

Mao OM yea.carer
move a-..
spood.

Apartments,
Duplexes

.
4`,14 .1100

BROADBAND SPECIALIST I

OW MORO PO IN•Ca+1110

NOW HIRING BROADBAND SPECIALIST I for the
Marshall/Calloway/Trigg County areas - Primarily focused on front
line customer contact. Perform and learn a variety of duties pertaining
to cable television installation in customer's homes, from the tap to the
television set. In addition to handling changes of service, additional
outlet installation, disconnection of service, payment collection and any
special requests customers may have in regard.to,..installation. Basic
troubleshooting from the tap to the customer prmises equipment may
also be performed.
Thick, uiuTorms and tools provided. Paid Training Provided. Benefits
include Medical, Dental, Vision, 401k with company match, complimentary cable service, complimentary life insurance, tuition reimbursement, Paid Vacation, Flex and Holidays.
The successful applicant must have the following experience/skills:
High school diploma or GED required. Trade school training preferred.
• Valid driver's license; satisfactory driving record required.
• 0 to 2 years experience.
• Ability to interpret and correctly fill out various work order forms
provided by the Company.
• Ability to interact with customers and co-workers; ability to communicate verbally.
• Good written and oral communication skills.
• Ability to work in all weather conditions and at various heights.
• Ability to work flexible work hours, including evenings, weekends,
holidays and overtime as required.

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Heanng Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
(Opportunity. it
EOE

11

UNIVERSITY

Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus
Cook II $9.70/hr
Baker Ii 19.08/hr
(2) Painter $11.02/hr
Apply online & view additional details at

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
or 270-753-9866

www.murraystatejobs.com
Worrieniminortes encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
140
Vilentto Buy
Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
150
Articles
For Saki
LIKE NEW
Long-arm-26Tin
Lizzie $5000- 12'(or 8'
or 4') long laser, stitch
regulator plus extras
731 -641 -8080 Paris
Landing Area.
Stephen King
Hard back books
Excellent conditions
Call 270-227-8721

KENTUCKY
Lake
Moving
Labor
Positions $10 an hr.
APS* at
office 40 Neale Trail Murray, KY. 270-7532442

Straw $3 50/ bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

NOW Hiring!!!
House Keeping and
Maintenance Staff
Apply in person only
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N Murray Ky.

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Tunes
270-753-1916

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

an.

As new solid
oak bedroom
set described
a
k4qky.com/ho
me/brset4sale.
Asking $1300.
618-524-7590

NICE 2BR Duplex, All
Appliances.
270-227-7414

Storage Rentals

2BR, 1BA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259
1 Bedroom Efficiency
Apt. close to MSU Call
between 10:00am and
5:00pm. 270-753-3474
3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853
J&L RENTALS

121
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in ever/ unit,
security lightng,
newly remodeled.
270-781-7557

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
270)753-6266
HOURS

MON-FRI
8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8 00- I 2 00

Wecic

MINI-STORAGE
720 S 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's 8.10x15'S
(270) 293-6907

ROL Storage, LLC
6.40 S. 4th St. &
320
Apartments For Rent

qatlandrentals gmall.com

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 itat283
opdr

280
Mobil, Homes For Rent

Climate Control
lii
11'4)10,( t
Ot )01fIl it/k111.!t Ati 11N!
1900A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office 270 753 2905 Fax 270 753 9505

1BR from $345
28R from $375

Apply at http://mediacomcable.com/careers
Job ID 9830

MURRAY STATE

Ltghr, flectruite, and 24."Surveillance

.Garland Renal Bon &Mai-Stange - Hwy. NE

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

Applications will be accepted until position is filled.

Mediacom Communications E0E/AA; we consider applications without regard to
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability or vet status.

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store & Lack - 1611 N. 12th St
•M8C Stamp.,1900 N.12th

All real esiate
is subject to
Hoiring Ad,
Illegal to adve
ence. limitahu
ton based on
pin,sex, hand
tin of national
lion tu make
erwm, hmitatio
Lion.
State laws fort,
in the sale, teni
sit real estate tu
addition to
under federal!,
We mil know
advertising for
iv not ift
persons are h
hat all dwellin
available cri ar
nay basis
For further as
Hotning Adsl
menu, osntao
Rene P Milan

New Climate
Controlled
Storage units Now
Available!

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

or
www murrayfivrentais corn

li
CoHgical Prop. For Rent

Colcsi Prop. For Rent

Annive
Engag

Coll 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
WWW .St3Gpropeny coin

6ai
eirtn

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

a
IIEVAL PROPERTY
FOR RENT
SYCAMORE ST.
1-5174147

Mur
Ledo
Tim
Let

FALLING

eelek

210
Awed
FIREWOOD For Sale
& Delivered. $60.00 a
rick. Call 270-293-7893

liglloass For Si.
RENT to Own
16x80 2Br, 213a
S2950/down,
$450/month
1/2 mile from KY lake
38 Woodlake Dr.
Murray. KY 42071
615-397-3171
lEgfaiiiii For Ilsel
MOBILE home for rent
270-293-6116

270-75

&

Times
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[
Ir
a& Smiles
[Ine""ihred

DOG Obedience
giendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
•

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Wats Salt
I
I

753-9562

Antiques 6 Collectable
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

I

-Glassware- China- Silverware- TiresLawn Mowers- 2002 Lincoln Town Car-

I

coca

I

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

1983 Pontiac Firebird (rebuildable)-4
Cylinder with turbo, 5 speed
- Aluminum frame trailer- BicyclesNew Stove- Tool Box- ChandeliersLight Fixtures- Plumbing- Electrical supplies-Name Brand Tools-Craftsman Etc.Furniture, Antique Pie Safe- Kitchen Oak

MURRAY

I

!

Table- Marble Top End TablesLawn Tools- Luggage- Toilets(used)
-4'Roll Chain Link Fencing- PostRails Mole Trap- Small Animal Traps-

270-293-4256

I 94 East to 1946 Right, Straight at stop
I alga I Ismils to Quanset Sant oil
I
Light.
Far too slimy items to list.

1144 Hiahland Road

sot funeral
kyr Co.

Wooded residential
lot In established
Murray neighborhood
270-978-0876
270-759-5469

AD

age Rentals

ience

L-ATIONS:

4. 12lis St.
126
e

ge - Hwy.94E
101..cE

M!

y, KY 42071
753 9505
Is gmaiLom

L

Old Tonka Toys- Metal Collector CarsTable Saw-

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Murray Ledger & Tinley Fair
Housing Act Notice
Al real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any prelerence lintitabor or disauninalion based on race, color, RIF
giori set, handicap. familial status or national ono, ir intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discruninanon.
Nate Laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental of advertising
sit real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under Federal law
We will knowingly accept any
adverteing for real estate which
issetums,thnonotthelaw. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
as-ailabk at an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising reilunements, contact \AA Counsel
Rene P Milan,,(Mil 645-1000

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Name:

leissIrtal/Camositiainissilsatial
Muss C. Gannon

Branch of Service:

rlicersedlrmerUn-1
. Filipino House
i I
Cleaning
•
30 years experience .
• •Vacuum
*doping
I I *Dusting *Bathrooms
Murray Area
•
I
270-970-8762

Hones For Salo

CONSTRUCTION

New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

BRICK Home for Sale
in Puryear. 3Br 1 1/2Ba
1600sq/ft. New interior
paint and carpet with
fenced
backyard.
89,900.
For more information
call 731-247-6193.
NEW Build 3BR/2BA all
brick home. The Gates
1400sq/tt.
270-2270375.

Used Trude
200T Port F150 XLT
Triton 5.4 Liter 4x4
21454000- miles, New
Tires, Breaks. 6.5bed,
ARE cap with bed liner.
Excellent condition
$12,500.00
Call or text (262)4904692

711-861-M9

Message:

(270)759-0890

Climate
rolled
Units Now
liable!
753-9999
online at
properly com
Or
yrentals corn

arehousing
SU $20-50
3-7668

7IED

Phone:

270-293-3406
KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
'Hoene Improi envy
glare .Kitchen
Ackiatons

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

*Drywall oPainnng
•Tile .Flooring •Decks
•Insuerd *Sr Discount
•Free Esturiates
*Member of "A - Rating
on Angie's La(

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
VVater Damaged Boors
Braces & Roor Jcists
& Plurribng
Wsi Do hsurance Work
irsa & Masterrird Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

270-436-5959

530

530

rMOW PROZ •

DC 14410,SC4PM16'

'FALL LEAF CLEAN UP I
FALL SCRUB TRIMMING'

•PRessva, Waswhies

I
I• Residential/Commercial
.• Locally Owned/Operated
• Lie. &

Call Terry at

1

1i •

•a •

Cavracr Scorr
270-978-9/52

•

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al'Shingias /lend Nal*/

CLEAN CUT

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Licensed &
Insured

*Sew Coatiiig
& Striping
• Licensed-Insured

270-293-3248

40 years experience

(270)759-0501

•Onveways
*Patios
*Stamping
•Garages
•Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins
JAW, moor.
931-289-9233

90 WALL STRICT
PLGAYEAR, TN 3525t

Serving
West Kentucky

10 YEARS EXP.
SERVIRG:
MURRAY/PARIS

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194

Ask for
Nick!

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV'
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

I'll be
glad to help!

Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

I'll I:
,I I \
\
Roof Repair / New Roof
.Shingles *Metal .Rubber
Roofs
Guaranteed Leak Fixes
Free Estimates
270-254-0490-Murra KY

weekly & special pickups
°call)/ ownecVoperated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

WI

1

1

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

CAROL Youne
73141+-4904'

CROSSWORDS

5 6
4
8

Difficulty Level **

5'
14,

•Cir

Over 28 Years
Expenence

All Your Septic Neacis
Lnstoliation
Repcur
Dirt G.
White Rock
Scrid & Muich
(270) 293-8686

•COMeterkel.41

Hill Appliance
Repair

SUDOKU

i

PU/APING
EXCAVATION
& 'TRUCK/NG

•Loott C.64-

I

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

HILL SEPTIC

•ResvfAermi

j

ACROSS
1 Go over
again
Weddings
X
7
Earth
V 0
V
0
circler
0
0
A
Anniversary's
11 Without
X
0
V
delay
A
A
V
A
A
12
Edit menu
Engagement'--:
choice
A
X
0
13 Airport
eabies
structure
14 Crockpot
0
contents
A
eirthdayS
A
0
15 Grab
greedily
0
17 Heaps
A
20 Smart guy
X
0
23 Kayo
eii
A
0
count
Murray
24 Sage
Ledger &
Needle
Immunization
Results 26 Back
Precaution
Disease
muscle
Office
Preventative
Shots
Inoculation
Tores 1
Doctor
Leaf
27
Positive Recommendation Tests
Medicine
Health
carrier
Let us help
28
Punk rock
Sucioku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
offshoot
you
9 in the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level 29 Butt
Celebrate
of the Conceptas Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
holder
Conceptis SudoKu
By Dave Green
31 Tennis
270-753-191i.
need
32 Paper
unit
Answer to previous puzzle
33 Altar
1 9 2 586 473
exchange
78 5 39 4 1 26
34 Learn
6 4 3 1 72 8 5 9
completely
4678 1 5 932
37 Impresses
5 2_.9 6,4 3 7 1 8
39 Beautiful
3 1 8 729 564
boy
Traffic
43
4
1
2
5
7
8 36 9
marker
27 1 468 395
44 Disregard
954 23 1 687
t
45 See the
sights
f
P--°
00e,4
46 Anne Rice
irf
s -1
vampire
*

1

530

YOUNG'S
GARAGE DOOR
earrvics

Call 753-1916

3
7
6 3 98 2
6
5
2
1 4
7

IMES

moore's
Concrete

Advertise with us for the best results!
ix 1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

9 6

Wu. N't_

PO Box 10416 ?Array KY 4.2e 71

%Mena 011erad

SMALL BUSIIII
The Backbone Of America

5

=1LOGER

DEADLINE NOV 4AT Sae PM

DEBlitS" Dl'

Word Search — Immunization Time

7
5 24
6
9
7
3
8

Send partneor'll tis

$12SINGLE SPACE
SIR DOUBLE SPACE

•taimplag•ler&NOW
Dap&hadada
•Laittreptisaitrasa Na4 oak at
•Oatad Daft*
hada ad 11110rhyming
•

GAME CENTER

853

Name of Pare:

c,,,,KOSSKOacts,
‘110-tweigiciTiligt

MMOOMM
•••••1110.1

lurray

Number of Years Served:

(CMUKKAY.COM

• New Construction
• Remodels
• Dry Will & Porting
• Licensed Insured
• Fire 8 Water
Reiteration
• Free Estimates
VS-M-0484
It

HONCIIt OUR HEROES THIS VETERANS DAY.

Gallimore Electric& Contractors, LLC

1

DOWN
1 Stadium
cry
2 H lookalike
3 Sweetie
4 Uneasy
feeling
5 Scrutinize
6 Mother of
Ares
7 Strength
8 Getting
better
9 Shelley
work
Immedi10
ately
Scrump16
tious
17 Heavens
supporter
18 Rein for
rover

LDE

CASED

IDIOM
HITME
DONTBLAMEME
LAP
ELK
WAR

SEXES
ALBUM
LEASH
PLEA
BEAD
TAPED
STRAP
NAVAL
SIR
SOB
AM I
DO NT TEMPT ME
ARIES
ANNIE
CORNS
MOSES

Yesterday's answer
33 Some golf
clubs
35 Plane part
36 Keenness
37 Drama
division
38 Court
40 Negating
word
41 S&L
offering
42 Determined

19 Available
for
ordering
21 Small
role
22 Shoelace
problems
24 Toad
features
25 Onemillion
link
30 Movie ad

THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virg nia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
1
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
A special pre-game ceremony will
be held to honor the 2(a)6 Hall of
Fame inductees which include Albert Crider. 1942 graduate, Kenny
Humphreys. 1962 graduate. Shane
Andrus, 1999 graduate. and Rick
Fisher. head football coach 19%2004.
Colleen E. McCoy was selected as
the Rotary September Student of the
Month for Murray High School. She
is the daughter of James and Donna
McCoy.
Tim Masthay. a former Murray
High School standout and current punter for the University of
Kentucky football team, has been
named a game captain for the showdown with South Carolina.
The Murray Xtreme girls soccer
team recently placed second in the
U-10 division of the Owensboro
Fall Cup tournament Team members pictured include Maddie Balmer, Sydney Vogt. Callie Adams.
Lily Ramey, Bethany Vogt. coach
Jeff Sparks. Danielle Potts. McKinsey Speight. Tianna Smith, Hanna
Clark, Kenzley Sparks. Sarah Humphreys and coach Jeremy Speight.
Twenty years ago
Senior Angie Fitch was crowned
Murray High Schools 1996 Homecoming Queen during program festivities at Ty Holland Field. Members of the court are Kim Alexander.
Angie Colson and Stephanie Simmons.
Pictured is Calloway County's
Russell Lencki surrounded by a host
• of Trigg County players after catching a screen pass in a 32-12 Laker
win at Cadiz.
Murray High's Kenny Hammonds
is shown preparing to take on two
West Carroll defenders in a 36-6
homecoming win for the Tigers at
Ty Holland Stadium.
One of Murray State University's
most famous and well respected
alumni. Forrest Carlisle Pogue, died
at the Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital at the age of 84.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Outland will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. II
The Hazel City Commission will
ask the Kentucky Department of

To tell or not to tell: Man's
co-workers cheat on wives

Transportation to install a caution
light at the intersection of U.S. 641
and Miller St.
Thirty years ago
Walter L. Apperson, president and
publisher of the Murray Ledger &
Times, was elected to a three-year
term on the board of the Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
at the annual convention at the Boca
Raton Hotel and Club, Florida.
Senior Ben Yoo is pictured performing his trumpet solo under the
watching eye of drum major Kelly Bolls during a recent marching
contest. The Murray High Band has
now won first place in their class at
three of the four contests they have
attended.
Richie Jones,son of Vicki and Rick
Jones of Sharpe Street, is shown
with his mother as they listen to instructions given by Dorothy Cook
at the third annual Bicycle Rodeo
sponsored by the Calloway County
4-H and the Murray Optimist Club.
Forty years ago
Joe Dyer, vice chairman of the
Calloway County Board of Education. was elected vice chairman of
the First Region of the Kentucky
School Board.
Elected as officers of the Murray-Calloway County Park Board
are Sid Easley. Jean Blankenship.
Bettye Baker and E.L. Howe Jr.
Fifty years ago
Pk Joe Pat Cohoon.son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Cohoon. is serving with
the Armed Forces in Vietnam.
Glen Chaney, Billy Brandon. Keith
Starks and Henry Armstrong of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of America will attend the national convention in Kansas City this month.
Sixty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Sanders
will ceelbrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Oct. 7.
Mrs. L.A. Moore. Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, Miss Manon Crawford
and Mrs. B.F. Scherftius of Murray
attended a district meeting of the
Presbyterian Church on Oct. 3 at
Hopkinsville.

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 14-yearold girl with two younger brothers.
They fight all the time, which I understand is normal. The problem is,
my dad favors my youngest brother. If there's a conflict between my
brothers, he always punishes the
oldest whether he deserves it or
not. I have come to realize this is

some 41 hours after leaving Japan.
In 1941. tomier Supreme Court
Justice Louis D. Brandeis. the first
Jewish member of the nation's highest court, died in Washington at age
84.
In 1947. President Harry S. Truman delivered the first televised
White House address as he spoke on
the world food crisis.
In 1970. British trade commissioner James Richard Cross was
kidnapped in Canada by militant
Quebec separatists; he was released
the following December.
In 1974. the Irish Republican

Army bombed two pubs in Guildford. Surrey. England, resulting in
five deaths and dozens of injuries.
In 1984, the space shuttle Challenger blasted off from the Kennedy
Space Center on an 8-day mission;
the crew included Kathryn D. Sullivan, who became the first American
woman to walk in space, and Marc
Garneau, the first Canadian astronaut.
In 1990, a jury in Cincinnati acquitted an art gallery and its director
of obscenity charges stemming from
an exhibit of sexually graphic photographs by Robert Mapplethorpe.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
travels frequently with a work
crew. It is not unusual for them
to be gone for months at a time.
During these absences,some of the
married men on this crew cheat on
their wives,
who are at
home
with
their
children.
feel
guilty knowing they are
cheating.
I
don't
want
them bringing
home
Dear Abby
any sexually
by
transmitted
Abigail
diseases to
their
unVan Buren
suspecting
spouses. My
husband says 1 should stay out of it
because it's not my business, but I
feel bad saying nothing.
Should I speak to the wives? I
have seen the cheating firsthand,
so I'm certain it is happening. I
would want to know if it were me.
-- TORN IN THE NORTHEAST
DEAR TORN: You have a moral dilemma, one that I can't decide
for you. It is extremely important
that you talk further with your
husband about this. While I respect your motivation to disclose
what you have seen to the wives,
before doing anything you must
carefully consider what the consequences could be. If you do what
you are contemplating. your husband is sure to be ostracized by his
co-workers. He could lose his job,
and you your marriage.
IN..
•

Today In History

11.11.11

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips.
For everything you need to
know about wedding planning,
order "How to Have a Lovely
Wedding." Send your name and
mailing address, plus check or
money order for $7 (U.S. funds)
to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
61054-0447. (Shipping and handling are included in the price.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: During
my last eye exam, my eye doctor
advised me to buy a pair of "high
quality" sunglasses But she didn't
tell me what she meant by high
quality. Can you help?
DEAR READER: When you
buy sunglasses, it's natural to look
for a style
that
looks
good on you
and is cornfortable. But
don't fail to
consider the
most importDr. Komaroff ant
detail:
the amount
by
of harmful
Dr. Anthony
ultraviolet
Komaroff
(UV) radiation the lenses screen out. Without proper UV
protection, sunglasses can work
against you by enabling you to see
comfortably in light that is harming your eyes.
UV radiation can penetrate the
clouds, even on overcast winter
days. That's why the American
Academy of Ophthalmology recommends that everyone wear
sunglasses whenever they are outdoors.
Since 1998, the FDA has regulated nonprescription sunglasses as
medical devices. It requires lenses
to be impact-resistant, nontoxic
and nonflammable. Beyond that,
though, options vary, and some
choices are better than others.
You'll want to consider the following:
-- THE LABEL. Look for 99
percent or 100 percent UV protection, or UV400, which means the
lenses absorb wavelengths up to
400 nanometers, thus blocking all
harmful UV rays.
-- THE SIZE. The larger the
lenses, the better protection they
offer. Wraparound lenses are the
best because they prevent UV rays
from entering at the side.
-- THE SHADE. Although it

may seem counterintuitive, darker isn't automatically lretter. The
darkness of the lens affects only
the ability to filter out visible light.
The protection from UV light is
conferred by coatings applied to
the lens.
Yet shading is important in protecting you from glare -- a different
problem from UV light. For many
people, very bright light causes an
unpleasant sensation. It makes you
squint, and it's harder to see clearly.
Lenses come in different shades,
for different situations. For example, dark lenses are best for
a sunny day on the water, while
lighter tints may be better choices
for overcast days. These days, you
can get "photochromic" lenses that
change their shade depending on
the amount of light. Indoors, they
are clear. Outside in bright sun,
they become a dark shade.
-- OPTICAL QUALITY. When
you're trying on sunglasses, focus
on a vertical edge or line and move
your head back and forth. If the
line wiggles, the lens may have an
optical defect.
--THE FIT. You want the frames
to fit comfortably, with the lenses
directly in front of your eyes.
-- THE COST. There is no relationship between the price tag on a
pair of sunglasses and the protection it offers. As long as the labels
specify 99 percent or 100 percent
UV protection,or UV400,and have
no optical defects, an inexpensive
pair from a dollar store will do the
job as well as pricier sunglasses
from a designer boutique. If you
want glasses that change their
shade depending on the amount of
light, such prescription lenses will
cost you more.
Most people who buy expensive
sunglasses are spending their money on how they think the glasses
look, not on the "high quality" of
the glasses.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School.)
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By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 5. the
279th day of 2016. There are 87
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 5. 1986, in an incident
that helped expose the Iran-Contra
affair, a plane secretly' ferrying supplies to Nicaraguan Contra rebels
was shot down over southern Nicaragua by Sandinista forces.
On this date:
In 1931, Clyde Pangborn and
Hugh Herndon completed the first
non-stop flight across the Pacific
Ocean: arriving in Washington state
BABY BLUES®
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because of my dad's own bad relationship with his older brother
and that this is his way of getting
revenge.
It's taking a toll on my brother
emotionally because he already
struggles with school and sports.
I'm afraid he will become depressed. My mom will never speak
up about it, and when I do, despite
my good relationship with my dad,
he punishes me. Sometimes I'm
afraid he'll become violent. I feel
boxed in, Abby. Please help. -STUCK SISTER
DEAR SISTER: You're a brave
girl, and I'm glad you wrote. Regardless of how dysfunctional your
father's relationship may have
been with his older brother, it does
not give him the right to abuse your
brother. Your mother may be afraid
of your father or she would have
put a stop to it years ago.
You say you are afraid your father will become violent with you,
which suggests that you have seen
it happen to other family members.
If you try to discuss this further
with your dad, you might be at risk
for violence.
It's important that you find an
adult you trust who can intervene
on your brother's behalf -- a teacher, a relative or even a neighbor.
Another strong male may be what
it takes to protect your brother.
P.S. If this doesn't solve the
problem, please write to me again
and let me know.

Sunglasses must offer good
protection from harmful UV rays
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CAN'T STAND THE PREHEAT?
Dear Heloise: I just bought a BAKING DISH at
an estate sale, and on the bottom is written: "Safe in
dishwasher, freezer, microwave and oven (not preheated)." What do the words "not preheated" mean?
-- A Reader, via email
Many recipes start by telling you to preheat the oven
to a certain temperature and
then add the dish. The dish you
bought requires you to place
the dish in thcoven and THEN
set the oven temperature. This
will allow the dish to heat at
the same rate as the oven.
If you don't do this, you risk
breaking the dish due to the
extreme temperature change.
INAIP ITS ;
WO42,K•it46...
by
Heloise
II
MOCK APPLE PIE
Heloise
Dear Heloise: You had a
recipe for "mock" apple pie.
You guessed it: I made a mistake and did not clip
it out. Can you please print it again? -- Molly T.,
Rapid City, S.D.
I sure can! To make Heloise 's Mock Apple Pie,
you need thefollowing ingredients:
Pastryfor double-crusted 9-inch pie
2 cups water
1 1/4 cups sugar
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
20 single-stack square soda crackers (regular,
salted)
Butter (for dotting)
Ground cinnamon (for sprinkling)
Preheat the oven to 375 F. Line the bottom of a
9-inch pan with one crust. In a medium saucepan,

boil the water, sugar and cream Of tartar until the
sugar is dissolved. Add the whole crackers and boil
for 1 minute. Spoon the mixture into the pie shell.
Dot the top with butter and sprinkle with cinnamon.
Cover the pie with the other crust and cut steam
vents. Bake for 35 minutes. Let the pie cool completely before cutting into it. For this recipe and
many others, order my pamphlet Heloise's All-Time
Favorite Recipes by going to.www. Heloise.com, or
by sending $5 and a long, self-addressed, stamped
(68 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Recipes, P.O. Box
795001,San Antonio. TX 78279-5001. Try also adding nutmeg, brown sugar or allspice to this "apple
pie." -- Heloise
HINGE F7X
Dear Heloise: Whenever you have a loose hinge
on your kitchen cabinet, sharpen the end of a chopstick to fit the screw hole (with a pocket knife or
sander). Add carpenter's glue to the sharpened
chopstick, tap it into the hole and break off the rest
of the chopstick. Now drill a new hole and screw in
the screw to hold the hinge. A chopstick usually is
made from a very good-quality wood and makes a
perfect plug with little effort. -- George K., via email
MOISTURE LOCK
Dear Heloise: I was having a really hard time
getting plastic wrap to seal on a metal bowl one day.
I discovered that if I put some water on the rim, the
plastic wrap sticks to the metal. I'm not really sure
why this works, but I know that it does, and I now
do it every time I use that bowl! -- Jerry C., Erie, Pa.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 6, 2016:
This year you open up to new ideas. You ask many
questions and reflect on different attitudes and
ways. As a result, your immediate circle expands. If
you are single, this development allows you to have
many more choices. Know that your authenticity
will attract the right person. If ypu are attached,
look beyond the level of your daily relating. If you
find that you and your sweetie are not connecting
as you would like, consider how you create this
barrier. Work on your listening skills, and be willing
to hear what is being said. SAGITTARIUS tends to
get you energized.
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you have not been able to see his or her negative
traits.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You have accomplished a lot in a small
amount of time. You might need to slow down or
take some time away from your work. This period
could be as little as an afternoon, or as long as a
week. You cannot run endlessly without recharging
your batteries.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** When you ask a question, you expect a
clear answer. Look at how you sometimes respond
to questions, and you'll see that you can be vague.
Is this intentional'? Be careful not to turn someone
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: off with your answers.
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1 -Difficult
*** You tend to have a very materialistic attitude,
though you don't always choose to share it. When
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
you feel wound tight, as you might at the moment,
**** You'll realize that how you see a special your mood changes dramatically. Security does not
person is distorted. In fact, this person could fall necessarily come through money! Look beyond
off the pedestal on which you have placed him or that level.
her. The experience is likely to be rather sobering, SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
yet important. Try to develop a more realistic bond. ***** Know what you want, and draw in more
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
of what yob desire. Don't pull the veil of deception
**** A friend might mean well, but because his over your eyes with a domestic or personal matter.
or her thinking is likely to be distorted, you won't Live in the moment, and enjoy being more realistic.
have a clear perspective of the situation. Check out Financial dealings will go well.
all the facts. Make an effort to help a close friend or CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
loved one feel cared about.
*** You could be in a situation where your
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
choices are more important than you realize.
**** Your response to a key person could be Stay sensitive to the results; you will be better off
influenced by recent gossip. Understand that the in the long run. You also might be getting some
issue is not the person, but the lack of information. incomplete information. Clarify and ask more
Try to get the whole story. Once you have all the questions.
facts, you can decide which action to take.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You will be more prone to socializing rather
*** Pace yourself, and know that you are in than accomplishing what you want. Your sense of
a unique position where you can make a big
humor comes through at odd moments. How you
difference. Your ability to put a smile on someone see a personal matter could change because of a
else's face could make his Of her day. Your situation involving your finances.
sensitivity allows you to tune in to others more PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
easily. Respond accordingly.
*** You might be pushed beyond your usual
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
level of energy. Nevertheless, you still will need
*** You like to see the best in people. However, to perform to the max. Do not underestimate the
a rude awakening could happen because of a effect that recent weeks have had on you Make
key person in whom you have put your trust This sure you take some quality breaks. Relax as much
person has been on a pedestal, and as a result, as you can.
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